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"Probably the most important change in post-WOrld War
immigration policy has been renewed access to immigtationToi
Asians. Barred' from immigrating by a series of laws that dated
from the 18,80s, Asians -had- been persistent victims of a diserimi;
'natory US. policy. Nearly 20 years [after the 1965 change in
policy), we find that -we know relatively little about the new Mim'

Teresa A. Sullivan
University of Texas
(Conference Participant)
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

The explosive grow thof Asian immigration -to theUnited-States-over,
:theil,ist`20:y earsis'an important aspect of social and economic dev
opinent-irt:the Pacific Basin. Yet, this phenomenon has receivedrela-,

stiyely'litaattention;in the- region,} because of the Paucity of
accurate and timelY.infonnation on ifileniational migration and.re-
lated>transfers of resources between countries. 'this.confoiera
brought together 48 scholars, government officials, and representatives
of immigrant service agencies, with the aim of prsduc:ng-a "state-6f-
the-aft' analysis of-Asia-Pacific immigration. The meeting also had
five ntiore specific,goals:

I. To qamlnethe Asia-Pacific situation in relation to global and
.

histoNiiiilimmigration patterns, so that'recent regional'experi-
ence,can,be understood within aAtroader perspectiVe.

2. To analyiejmmigration in the context-of other international ,.

linkages -tradepolitical relationships, communications .to
obtainirsighrinto the causes and implications of immigration
trends. .

To call attention to the consequences of emigratiorOot only
. \
tor U.S. soeietyAut for Asia-Pacific ,sending'countries as well,
thus redressing the imbalance'caused'by _Past emphasis on the
impaiSt on-receiving countries.

4:-To raise the central question. what, does continued growth of
Asia-Pacificimmigration:portend for theluture 4the region
and'its people ?.

'5. TolaCilitate polio,' analysis through building:a better data base
and stimulating thoughtful analyses of the,role of international
migrationn the Pacific Basin.

in contrast to-previous conferences On Asia-Pacific iminitratiOp,
isLineeting gav e relatively little attention tot he probleiriSlaCedty

individual innnigrants in adapting to their=ne.w environmeritOrto the
societal issues of immigrant assimilation. These'topics were notig-
norect,;but they were treated as part, of the larger context involving
conditionS in the sending countries and the inter-country linkages that
are. represented by migration flows and'counterflows.
immigration polkies were exaniined _not in isolation but in relation to .
Asia Pacific migration policies, the policies o( alternative destination



-.. /
/

,.c.uantries, and 'the less tangible social and cultural iifluenies that ith -,
/Pei and constrainnioyeinents, of,people between.t.ouniries.

/ This conference report- has,'been,prepared to provide rapid di?
.1 semination of the main 'findings from die meeting. Ip the next sectioh,

important highlights and conclusions are presented/in summary, (Orin./ /. /. , /
"/ - Subsequent sections of the retort provide:retort

/

, / , abstracts of conference paints and,Panel discussions,

l 4 \
', a summary of research and policy issues addressed- by three

working groups that met-during, the'conference,
a seiective'bibliography on;Asia-Pacific immigration to the

\ ynited,States; /:\
a summary of einigration policiesin selected Asia countries,

,,
tie conferencoagenda, and'
a list 4,confeienee:participant§.

Many. of the issues highlighted in this conference rePortw ill' be
examined in greater depth...in.a book, now in preparation,.based,On
selected conferenLe papers and additional specially written Materials.*

,

. ..'"

Tthe Publications Offik.e of the List-West Cc lter, will he able to provide in-
/ formation iate I 985 ahout the 1. ontent d pubiiv.ation:date for the boob

derived from the onferem.e..Persons.wa,nt(ng upith of le uhte.rent.e papers in
the meantime should request them from in iv ulual authui:s, w hose addresses
are shown on the list of participants.
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HIGHLIGHTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The scale of recent Asian immigration is not widely appreciated. For
example, therels little 'Public awareness that Filipinos,are now the
second largest 'group (after Mexican's) among all recent U1S..immi-
grants, or that the flow of Asian imnugrants now 'far outnumbers the
flow from Northand Central and the Caribbean. The dra-
'batik. rise in Asian admissions after the;41 965 immigration law reform
.js shown in Figure 1..The-trends for majorAsian sending countries
(excluding Vietnam) are shown in Figure 2.

-Only four countries in today's-World Australia, New Zealand,
Canada, and the ,UnitaStates have relatively open immigration
policies, admitting significant' numbers of ,permanent migrants, offer-
ing them most of the rights of citizens at the time of entry, atprom-
ising.erenttial_Litizenship. Together, thvse four countries adMitted

.about 3 million immigrants iita recent' five-year period, with 65 per-
cent, of that-total coining to the-United States. Canada ranked-a dis-
tant second (20 percent of the total), then Australia- (13 percent) and
New Zealand (2 purCent). Thus, two of three immigrants to the main
receiving countries Lame to- thelinited States in 1980 (compared to
about one of two in tile "1950s).

Twenty. years ago; most Of the immigrants to these receiving coup=
tries incL from Europe and other economically advanced areas. Now,
two-thirds_ ..umefrom Third World- nations. The change is most strik
ing in -the United States, increasing from about 30 pet-Cent Third
World admissions in the late 1.90s to more than 80 percent in the A

late 1970s: Asians coMpsise disproportionate share of these increas-
ing-Third World inunigrants.In fact, Asians have been the dominant
group among legal immigrants to the United States since 1978, but
this developinent has largely escaped public. attentiolibeouse Of the
Lungressional foLus4Aillispanit. immigration. The changes in national
origins of U.S. inimigrqn ts.are shown in'Figure 3.

The watershed change in U.S. immigration patterns is shown starkly
by this comparison. in a recent year, more immigrants came to the
United States from the Philippines and Korea (with their combined
sppulation-orle-ss than 100 million) than from all the 30-plus coun-
tries of Europe (with a combined population of 500 million). Al-
though Mexico remains the largest; single,sending country, the next
four are all in Asia Vietnam, the Philippines, Korea, and China.

- r
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Many of the new Asian immiglants are-Indochineseirefugees,a liv-
ing legacy of the U.S. mililary involvement in Vietnam. The statistics
on refugee iiiimigration,afe dramatis.. In less. than ten/years, beginning

more than:70/0,000 Ificlot.hinese reftigees'hav,e been settled in
the United,Stat...S.(see Figure 4). Every fifth Asian-Anrierican is now
Indochinese. The largest group by far is Vietnamese, followed by

`LuOtians and Kanmucheans.
The fast pace of ASian immigration also shows'up in Lefisus data.

Among the Asians,Lounted in the r980 Lerisiisrsix of ten had entered
the.-United States since the 'prey ious s....,4SUS in 1970., Overall, theAsian-
American4population grew by I 33'vereent during the 1970-.80 period,
from million to 3.5 =million. Demographic, projections..by the
Population Itelerenk.e Bureau show ..ontinuing growth, passing the 8

-million marli' by the year 2000. This intsease is;iiapressiye, but Asian-
Americans will VII be vezy much a minority, comprising only 3 per-
cent of the population at the-turn of the century and slightly. over 6
,percent 'in 2050. (These projections'assume no radial shift in immi-
giation policy.) 0

Currently the three largest Asian:American groups, in order, are the
:Chinese, Filipinos, and Japanese, each with more-,than 700,000 per-
sons There is a-gap betweenthese major groups'anci a second tier of

-substantially smaller gropp.sIndians, Koreans, and Vietnamese-
ranging in numbers from 260;00010 360,000. According to,present
tiendS, however, Filipinos mill 'Surpass Chinese to beconie the largest
Asian-American group by the turn of the century, and Koreans will
surpass Japanese tObet.ome third largest. Japan is the only Asian
cOantry where immigration to.the United'States has declined in recent
years,"but the number of hpanese entering on temporary bUsiness
visas-has,grown maricedly.

The-Asian and Pacifit. Wander populatiod is highly Lomentrated in
just a few states. Well ovq-half live in the West, compared to only 19
percent of theV.S..popOlation as a whole. California, which had over
.1,3 million Asian residents-in 1980, has proven to be particularly
strong Magnet. Asians are considerably underrepresented in the
southewUuited Statis and in states that are not,highly urbanized.
They constitute only ti tiny minority of the population outside of the
West (no more dian percent in any state). Numerically their influ-
eme is,substantiarbnly in Hawaii, wheie Asians and Pacific. Islander's

'13
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are in the Majority, and California,-where they constitute more than
5 percent of the population.

.
Migration across the TiKific to the United,States is generally seen

as an upbeat story, with the remarkable achievements of Asian-
Americans prOviding a happy ending. But there,is also an underclass
in this migration flow,-the Pacific Islanders, who are moving_outward
to more developed Pacific rim countries to escape stagnating econ-
omies and increasing population densities on resource-poor islands
that have ,diiii'prosPects for development:

The 1980 CCnsus has given us for -the first time a detailed statistical
picture of the 'Pacific Wander population in the'thited 'States. Of the
quarter-million,total, about two-thirds are Hawaiian-Americans. The
next largest group is Sarrlans, with about 40,000,in the United States,
folloWed by Guainaniansat 30,000. (Guarnanians are mostly U.S.
citizens: American Samoans are U.S. nationals with unrestricted tights
of entry to the Uhited States.) Following the three leading groups
with a sharp drop in nqinbers are the Tongans at 6,000. The-Pacific
Islanders differ front Asian-Ame.ricans in' many ways, most notably-in
'their low socioeconomic: status. Their - unemployment rates are high,
and Pacific Islander families fall 4isprOportionately below the poverty
level Differences among1Slander groups are .inictortant, though, such
IS the high percentage of Mic,'oneSiatls who,areih the United States as
students many of therp assisted by special Federal grant programs.

No single explanatory scheme seems to account adequately for the
diversity found/n Asia and Pacific immigration. Although changes in

'immigrationimmigration policies have obviously made possible the growth in Asian
immigration, the policies alone do not explain why Asians :lave edged
out potentLiVinunigranis from otherareas, nor do they explain the
differences among Asian-immigration streams. The major immigration
streams differ enormously. doctors and engineers froni India, "war
brides" and businessmen from Korea, nurses and farmers from the
Philippines, students from-Taiwan and Micronesia, and ,unskilled' la-
borers from Samoa From a macroanaly tic perspective; there has been
neglect of such important facto : as the political and military links
betWeen Asian countries and the nited States, the-differentials in
population grow th and .econoinic 'development, the role Ofinterna-
tional trade, and theimmigra tion-ficilitating effects of Asian students
being admitted to the United States for higher:edneation.

Another neglected approach to understanding Asian immigration

15



emphasizes family linkages, taking -into account the'role ofearlier
immigrants in stAng &migration chain and viewing the migration
decision process as.pari, of a faMily stra.tegyo enhance'the welfare of
current and future generations. This Perspet..tiyetz,ilesequal weight to
LOnditions.in:the, area of origin and at the destination, looking at the
entire migratioiPsystem.

Most Asians now enter under family reunificationprovisions of
U.S..,iminigiationlaw,, so they have the advantage of auspices or
sponsorship. Assistance:throiigh family. connections partly accounts
for their rapid econoinic advrinLement, although hay ing multiPle-
earners,in- the family-is prObAlya bigger. factor.

Airehance on family' also imeans that Asian immigrants make Ilse
of.public assistance programs at lower-than-expected rates, Refugees
froin Indochina are the exception' they have hot had telatives here
and;peeded assistance -but they too are 'now makihg.eLonomic prog-
ress and becpthing independent of assistance programs.

Mote than'half.the world's people live lin'Asia, so the pool of pp-
tential immigrants is enormousAnd, while population' growth rates
have declined in recent years, they are still sufficiently high to-pro-
duce 50 million additional Asians every year,. With most Asian coun-
tries densely.populated and the larger ones also poorye.conamiC and
social forces within the countries tend:to-push beople out. Repressive
polity cal regimes,,,As.in,Korea artd the Philippines,.add.to the flow, as

...do-lvarsand their afterinath.
For some.countrics Korea, Taiwan, Vietnam, the Philippines

there are clear -onnections betweenU.S. foreign policy (including
military assistance programs) and immigration patterns. This do'_'s not
seem to be the ease for India, however, which issupply in& highly
skilled scientists, physicians, and engineerno the United Slates.

On the business front, enterprising activities by Asian entrepreneurs
forge links around the-world and give impetus to flows and counter-
flows of people. Current estimates-place the number of Korean-owned
businesses iii the-Los Angeles area alone at more than 5,060: The mole
of_Chinese-AmetiLans in developing trade links with the People's
Republic of China, as well as with Taiwan, clearly has been hiiPortant.
Asian-Americans evidently have been responsible in significant meas-
ure for t14 explosive growth in Pacific Basin trade as seen-in estimates
of thc,enormous flow of funds through ASian accounts inValltoast.
banks:

. 16
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Student admissions-to the United States also have contributed to
the growth ofImmigrant flows. American colleges ariduniversities
enroll a'large nuMbet of Asian students about 26b,000:in 1.984 -and'
Many schools,are now v igoronslyrecruiting,foreigh:students frond!l
over the, woridtoOffsetdeclining U.S.:etiroilments, They are,-also
unintentionally ,recruitingAmmigrants; because about one in three
Asian students eventually finds away to stay in:the United States.

The role olthe tabOr market in attracting immigrants and
constraining their opportunities has been given much attention-in i,
Hispanic immigration but has not been adequately'appliedto the
Asian case.Theoriesof immigrant:economic incorporation.

Aural assimilation Will be enhanced by new of orts-to account -for..
Asian imniigratiohbecause ot le need ,o explain diverse patterns,in
the sending societies, in The Characteristics of immigrants, and ihthen

,nomi and social roles-in the United States..
The "brain drain" was a topic of dispute betweeh deVelopedand

developing countries afew years ago, but it has nearlydiSappearedas
an issue hi Asia. The case of India is instructive. Aniorig-Inclianimmi-
grants- to-the United States, he :majo rity are ,professional. ortechnicar
Workers, including large numbersof physicians, scientists,- and

'fleets. When "this pattern was noted in the 1960s, studies were initiated
to show how. much was "lost" through India's educational investinent
njheseemigrants: Today, by contrast; India has the 'World's third:_

largest pool of scientific and technical manpower about 2,5 million
people and the substantiarenrigrationof Indians to Western countries
is not very significant in-this-light. Indians abroad also send home sig-
nificant amounts olmoney which helps the balanceolpayinents and
raises the standard of living-of many 'families and:whole villages. Thus;
the "brain-drain" issue 'has been largely defused ihrecent years, al-
though The overall impact of-emigration on the development of the
sending countries - is still a matter or considerable uncertainty.

Currently, thele-is a dearth of information about stichimportant
sending country, impacts as remittances, return migration, and busi=
ness linkages between emigrants and the home Country. Better infor-
mation is available aboutimpacts in Ahe United Stales, primarily from
census data. The 1980 census will prOduce more detaitedlanalysiS on
Asia-Pacific immigrants-than, has previously been,available. HoWever,
in-depth, specialised studio of Asian immigrants have been lacking:(h
comparison with,studies'ofilispanics, for example), hence, data are
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inadequate on pertain important topics and almost.nonc..xistent fo5
, some groupS,sucltas Indians and Pacific-Islanders:

the.abstracts of cOnferenLc:apers and :panel disLussionsprisented
in-the.next section pros ide additional inf i nation on fliFs7and.other,
topics. The,abstracts Le-given in e Ordeshown.iii,the,onferenLe

s agenda.
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ABSTRACTS.

The Gldhal Picture of Contemporary Immigration Patterns
g'Icritz

This paper pro ides 511 oven ievid, or contemporary Migration patterns
from 1950 to tlie,uresent. The l'irst,part reviews empirical, data on
global inunigrationlrends and patterns. Permanent immigration re:
ceites, emplpsis, although temporary migration flows are also con-
sidered. The'seLond part considers some of the factors underlying

immigrationcontemporary mmigration patterns.
Iminigration.trends front 195R,to .1980 are coinpared theIOur

pernianent receiving countries Australia,&iada; New Zealand, and
he 'United 'States. These coin parisons shoW that (I )'only -the. United" .

Statesinc-eased-its admissions, receiving two °rev e-ry three,thigrants
ii 980, (2 there is,a steady incniasein the proportion olimthigrants
originating in developing Lbuntries, and these trends are partiL Warty
pronaiineed'in the United' States; which now receives 80 Percent of
its immigrants from developing countries, and (3) Atia is_thedevelop-
higre'gionthat is the most important sender of, migrants.

Data'are also presented on'the foreign-born.conipdsitiOn of 31,
yountries:in their two -most recent censuses. A considerable range in
foreign -burn composition exists with thelargestprdportions found in
Middle Eastern countries and about 5 to'7,Percent in most other.itn-
migration countries. Must countries eXpe,rienced absolute increasesin
foreign -born population. between their.two most recent census&

oun t ries experiencing decreases tend to be those.With a foreign-born,
eomposition greater. than 7 percent in their earlier census. suggesting
that countries may 'iestric t immigration.as pennanentsettleinent goes

qieyond a certain level. -*

Alt hough -trends'and relative Lonipositions among feciiving eoun-
tries are or interest, it is important toceep inrit incl.that the Unititd
States is a special case. Though only 6.;2 perceittpl. the U.S. population

foreign buin in 1`980,.a.perLeinage execeded,by several countries.
the United, States has the largest-immigrant population in-the world
murk. than.,three times-greater than that of Saudi Arabia, the,coiintry
with the highest relatit;aoreign-bOrn population. Several U.S. immi-
grant groups are larger in size than the total lintitiltrant.puptildti9ns of
must rc,.eiing,.uttntries; The Mexi..th foreign-bortipuspulation in the
United States in -1980 was larger than ne total fork:ignzborn popula- .
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tion.otall but five countries (Australia, Saudi Arabia, France, Ger-
many, and "Canada). . ,

The rowing migration flows, from South to,North countries are
associated mith other 'North-SOnth differentials,'intluding levels of
economiy,development,lechnology, and population growth. As
disparities continue anchev en widen between- North -South
alannists,chum that the current-flows represent only a trickle-bef e

the dam' breaks. Their .ritics_point tojhe,relatively small percent\
of emigrants and theA.ontinued efforts 1iy receiving countries to,con-
trul.and;-in Most cases, reduce" immigration. -But.onsiderable disagiee-
ment exists on the extent to which,developing,cuontry emigration is
demand-induced by ,labor needs of reeeiv ing countries or by piish
factors in the-'sending countries (e.g., la.k, of employ nnent,,population
groWth, and nation -state regiine consolidation) 14,41dition, there is
relatively little agreement whether such flows ..4 n be controlled
through policies and programs that enhance development in the send-
ing countries or thiough ones that restrict iminigration,in the receiv ing

,countries. .

Agian Aligrations and, U.S:-Asia Relations
',1.11,iiehae. 1 S. Teitelbaum

/.
/ . . .. ,

In recent years, Asian-inigrations have been transformed into impor-
tant foreign policy issues, with speciiasignificance for U.S.-Asian.

.,

.relations. In only a decade and a halliegal migration froM Asia has
n.reased,from relatively, low levels to-become the largest stream from

, , . Any..world'region.:thislapid aceelertibn has occurred for a variety

} of reasons,,incliiding increased numb\ers-of potential migrants due l.°
population grOwth, improved transportation and communication,
increased econumic,incentives fav9ring international,movement, dim-
'ination of anti-Asian quotasin U.S. immigration law coupled with
curtailment of ntry,toot lid Countries,_and-political persecution in
some countries of origin; In addition, Asia is the source,of large num-
bers of "teniporarj," workers, in West Asia and turope,_and of signiti=

ant ;:umbers of- illegal immigrants to the United States, Canada, Ind
elsewhere. .-

FOreign policies have affected the pattern's of these recent inigr
tians.m-significant ways. Pulitk.al-and military interventions in Inc.
h n a and Afghanistan have stimulated refugee outflows. Asian first-
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asylum countrieshave pressured the United States to resettlelado-/
china refiigees. Bilateral negotiatiOnsliave facilitated temporary

'worker thovements, and diplomatic initiativiishav,e been luide,e/ta ken
'to halt action against illegal migrations.'Moreover, it has been argued
in:international fora that othe-, foreign polio, instruments imluding,
foreignassistanc,e,`trade, and investment policy, in bedirected:so as
to'Vfeet-international migration trends.

In' turn, -international migrations have halsignill".ant impacts upon
,foreign policies. The-presence of large numbers of; nationals from
another country,tends to focus attention 4°w/relations with the-send-
ing country. Sometimes the effect, is improved relations and increased'
commerce, sometimes deteriorating tics ant rising tensions: In the
latter case,-the migrant,presenCe may represent a destabilizing factor.
Moreover, migrations cante (and have/been) employed as foreign
policy tools to destabilize adversaries, to gain political influencein
the receiving country, and even to establish so_ 'Vereighty or de id!.
control over a disputed__territory7

FOr Asian-U.S.,relations, th'follo%ing issues involving international
be considered/of future'significamc,.. the continuing out-

movementorIndoc hinesenugrants, the civil -war, foreign interven,,
tion, and massiv e refugey flow produced in Afghanistan, the future of
Palestinianrefugees in the swirling politics of the' Middle East; tile-.
large-scale "temporary worker" migrations from South and East Asia
'to the P4sian,Gulf/ states, the political and eLonomit. futfire of Hong
Kong, and ,the large migrattOns froth Korea and the Philippines to. the
United Stites.

Contehtporary Theories of International Migration:
A Revie and Critique
by Alejandro Porter

thispaper- rev iews the state of theory in the field of 'international
migration. There arc no all-encompassing theories in.this area,-instead,
there are hypotheses on several specific. topics. Four such topics can
be identified origins of labor migration, their persistence and direc-
tionality in tithe, uses made of immigrant labor, and immigrant adap-
tation. Origins of immigrant.flows hay eteen explained ty push -pull
theories, the labor ret.ruitment hypothesis,.alnd more recent, arguments
derived from-a world-system perspective. Similarly, these movements
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,have been portrayed aspne-way escapes,frtOin misery-and want, as
target-earning ventures with a strongibent;towaid return migration.
and as multiple, cyclical displacethents,in space.

Migrantclabor, in turn, has been defined by neoclassical theory, as,a
result of significant wage disparities between regions-and as a vVay of
.restuiing Neu- Marxist-structuralist theories describe mi-
grant labor, however, in a, more' pessimistic light. Three major Variants
of this general position can be identified corresponding to the con-
cepts of internal'colonialism, split-labor markets, and ,the dual
economy, respectively. On the 'issue of immigrant adaptation, classic
assimilation theory is upposed-by more.recent perspectives, which
emphasize the resilience of,etimic identities over time. This latter
position includes thezhy pothesis of ethnicity as a useful tool for self,
,preservation and.mobility among ethnic minorities and the "reactive
formation" hypotheSis that defines ethnicity as a logical consequence
of rejection by the doMinant group.

Despite their apparent div ersity,,a common threatirups among
these,NaCILMs arguments. Underlying one set uf them is the perception
of immigration-as a phenoMenon that takes place wialin,nbasically
consensual and..equilibrium-resturing'social 'order. Uhdertting another
is the view-of inimigration,isapri.x.css determined by and.contrib-
,uting to conflicts of interests betweesok.ial classes and other eco-
nomicactors hacked by different forms of power. Both sets of
'hypotheses apply primarily to labor migrations, other flows, sucltas
those of,political refugees, have been muchless theorized so far.

Comments on paper by Alejandro Portes.
by Astri Suhrke

This paper is a coinprehensiveeview of contemporary theories of
international labor-migrations. The theories are presented according
to subject. the causes and direction of Migration, the functions of the
Migrants in,the receiving colantry, and their adaptation to the new
society., The,concluding section points out that thislliverse body of
theory really.is bifurcated: On the one hand, we have a cluster of
theories informed by a*underly higperspective on society derived
-from a Parsoman functiOnalist, model. Society is viewed asa.conipact-
of inutuallyAnt&jependcnt-parts seeking equilibrium and expression
of consensus. The contending Perspective is informed by neo-Markist
thought. The causes pf labor migration are found in an expanding
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capitalist economy, the consetlaences are aridly zed'with respectto
conflict among opposing classes or social forces in the hostcountry.

The paper is_an insightful assessment of.the "state of the,arts" in,
the field. It also conveys the sense of cumulative thrust that has been
tak:ngTI.ce in theorizing abouttabor migrations, some of,it _repre-
sented in other works.by Polies. In particular, the early and somewhat
mechanistic pull -push theories have been,amplified, or replaced; by
theories eiriphasizingfactors that condition the,pull-push dy namic
such as the degre: of:integration in the international-economy and
social networking. Apparently there has-been no similar'synthesizing ,

process with respek..tto the consequences-of migration. We are here
faced with conflicting orthodoxies. Doinigrants function-in basically
the same Way as indigenous Workers,on the domestic labor market,
aril is'this process reinforced"by a parallel, gradual integration in local
society and-culture? Or, are there sharply segmented Libor markets,
compelling migrants to enhance ethnic group identity for ideational
and Political. delenSe?

These summary questions obviously simplify what is a rich and
varied body of them).. It stands in striking_contrast to a related field
refugee studies which by comparison is,theOretically very poor. One
auy ,ask if this is justa matter of undo elopment. with more interest
and research-on refugee movements, is there any ,reason , why theory
should not develop parhPas.stt? Or, are we dealing with a more serious
case or underdevelopment, either because_thesubjec:t matte; is in-
herently more difficult t) define, and;or'becausc refugee studies will
remain a poor cousin, overshadowed.by labor Migration studies for
other reasons'?

The Litter objections,are serious. With respect to definition, for
instance, .1 laborinigra..". can readily be defined assomeone whose
labor issold, or appropriated, on a particular labor market, and the
physicalphovement is de termined.by that transaction. But what would
be a corresponding, sociologicaklefinition of "refugee"? To construct
j,definitionTarutind "push" versos "pull'' and'degrees of.c.ompulsiom_
-Ilas been tried, but with little success since compulsion obviously is a
factor in labor migration as well ("the compulsion of poverty"), The
economic,_-..versus=peolitical distinction also is tricky. When the
mcntf letnam,progressively restricted the private economic-sector
in the Suuth, causing many ethnic Chinese to reave, were the latte
transformed-into labor migrants or "refugees"?
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Unless we demand neat distrn.tionsfor a reality that probably is
qu,ite ambignous,:19wever, it seems that the field of refugee studies
can be considerably devdoped.'TWo exampleS maybe instructive. As
fordefinit ion, thcreSidual of the,labor migrant as defined above
would be a start. Thus, a refugee is soineo ne,Who moves, not primarily
to provide his labor, or (like the tourist) for pleasure, but fOr "sorner
thing else" andithat "something else" could be progressively nar-
rowed. As fkir,the "causes" of,refugee movement, one can envisage a
development -from existing-pull-push explanations, which emphasize
"push" factors for refugees, to a broader perspective similar to-the
theoretical thrust,in the st tidycof labor migi'atiOns. To reeall,lhe
argument here is that "pull-push" faCtorS-cOnducive. to labor migration
.urily Operate When a given region has achieved a certain integration in
the world economy. The equivalent' process for "refugees" might:be a
competitive internationalization of a heal sociopolitical conflict,
Cumpetitiv e foreign intery entiun (direct or indirect) typically worsens
a cunflik.t, enhancing the pressures on peOple toleave. Insofar as there
is foreign interest in the lok.al'ecinflict,there-iS alsoi potential foreign
patron for the refugees. Concretely, arid.centrally,,this would mean
that they Daye_a place togo without which, of course,,there can-be
no international.refugees.

The dynamic seems well illustrated in the contrasting cases of
Kampuchea and' East Timor. The 1977 79 conflict in Kainpuchea
was marked by .umpeting foreign intervention and-Widespread inter- vt,
national concern, including a media blitz in the West. The massive
outflow-of Khmer refugees peaked around I million. In East-Timor,
continuous vicious warfare s` ince.197S has caused enormous destruc-
tion and.suffering. But there are no international refugees (excepting
a few activ fists in exile). Perhaps the principal reason fOr this is -that
the conflict has not been tomitefitis ci. internationalized. SegMents of
the-East Timor people are fighting one foreign-Tower (Indonesia), but
they themselves have no foreign patron and command very limited
international attention.

This is not the place to develop this-analysis further. The point is
that a stronger theoretical base quite conceivably -could.be deVeloped,
for refugee studies. In doing so, the field .an draw on the coihpara-
tively richer theorieS of labor migration.

O
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Asian Immigration to the United States: Flows and'Proeesses,
by James T. Fawcett, Fred Arnold. and UnnilMinocha

This paper rev iews,recent immigration trendsiftm Asia and the pro-
cesses involved in immigrating to the United States. Irrthe first;section
of the paper; bask immigration flows aild,,patternmre examined in a
comparative framework that includes immigrationf ronrall regions of
the world. The paper also compares the characteristics of immigrants
from the major sending countries -in Asia (the PhilipPines, Vietnaly,
Korea, China, and India). The historical trend in iminigration'from
Asia is reviewed:40y , along with a discussion Of immigration' legisla-
don that severely 'restricted Asian immigration prior to1965 (the
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, the 1907 Gentleman's Agreement with
Japan, the National Origins Aca 1924, and the 'McCarrap7Walter Act
ol'1952). '

The contours-of recent immigration from Asia have been shaped
primarily by the 1965 'changes in U.S. immiktration,laws and the politi-
cal ch,..Iges that_ took place in Indothina in the i 9.70s. Asian iimnigra-
tion hasgrown-dmmatically from just over 11,090-.in1965 to more
than a gitarter of 4i million in 19.83. During the same period, inthugra-
don from-Europe declined by about 50 percent. In 1978, Asia over-
.took America (including Central America and 'the Caribbean) as
the largest source of US. immigrants, and it has Maintained its pre-
doniinance ever since. In 1960, none of -the ten largest sending coun-
tries as,in Asia, but by 1983ieVen of the ten largest streams of
immigrants to the'United States had their origin in Asia. The most
rapid gains have been.registered by Indochina, from_ fewer than 1,000
-immigrants in 1960 64 to more than 84.00C in 1981 alone. Most of
these immigrants arrived from reftigee camps in countries of,first
asylum, but increasing numbers are (.9111ing under the aegis of the
Orderly Depirtire Program.

The majority of Asian immigrants admittetrto the United States are
net subject .td.the numerical limitation of 20,000-persons per year
from any one country. These imhmigrants are primarily parents,
spouses, andAmmarried children of U.S. citizens and specially ad-
mitted refugees. Among those who have immigrated_ within the nu-
niericallirriitation in recent y ears, more.than four of five have conic
under the family preference categories and most of the rest have been
admitted under ihe oceuPiitional preferences.
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There is tendency to think of immigrants as Persons arriving at
U.S. ports of entry loaded down with their possessions and ready
begin-life in a new country. In the case of Asianimmigrants, however,
,this-charaeterintion isrinaccurate since only 'half of them can, be
cutinted-as new arr.% tits. The- other -half were already physically present
in the United-States and were "adjusted" tu.permanei. resident:status
withoutleavine the, country, The bulkof 'these adjustments of status
are related to the.large influx of Indochinese refugees who were per:
nutted to.adjust their status after their arrival. However, even exclud-

ing refugees, inure ASIA'S %yen; adjusted to permanent resident stattir
in 198.1 than 'were persons from--other region.

Although immigration stalls-tics present a reasonably accurate pie-
...ture,ofthe,fluw of recent immigrants and changes in the character-

\ isticsuf-immigrants over time, they -ptuvick: only 'limited insights into
the eauses..md consequences of immigration. flows. The actual adiuis-
stun of an inpuigrant.is just one link in a chain that connects the
remigratiunsituaticm of the immigrant and the migration decision-
making pruceNs with adjustinent and settlement,once.the-immigrant
arrives in the Onited`Sta tes. In the second half of the paper, we de-
lineate various surges of immigration processes, to highlight the
dynamics underlying immigration ,t10ys.. This discussion takeciti
_striitAitre_from-aparadiginTur thicroles el research on migration sys-

.. tents, svhtt..h is inttuctqLedto highlight the need for more comprehen-
sive research un the catiSes and consequences of U.S. immigration _

patterns, Three stages in the immigration-process decisiomiraiiSition,
and .adaptation- are OIS...11SWCI'llrelafiun to the structural factors at
origin-ancrdesuaation that impingen individual- immigrants. The
'paper cunclUdes with some-examples of knowledge gaineci'from an
ongoing study or a Philippines-U.S. migration system.

Asian-Americans: GroWth and Change in the 1970s
bj Peter C Smith. RulArt W.Gardntr. amillerbert R. Barringq

This palm focuse4un,sume basic, demographk. attributes of the
American population of the United 'States. The first part discusses
population grow the, sue, and the age and:sex composition of the most
important Asian-American groups. Chinese, Filipinos. Japanese, Asian
Indians, Koreans. and Vietnamese (listed in order of size of group in
1980). The second part looks at 1970 and 1980 patterns of geographi;
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cal distribution of Asian-AmericAs and at their inter-censal internal.
,migration and immigration trends.

The existing-literature on Asian-Americans is rich in,detailed, ad
hoc studies but less adequate in analysis based on national statistical
sources such as the decennial census. This,paper presents mainly cen-
sus data drawn from an in-progress census monograph on Asian and
Pacific Americans. Census data, as well as data from other sources,
suffer from d6finitional problems, which include inter-censal changes
in the prOcedures for assigning ethnic group membership and different,
perspectives obtained from different questions referring. to ethnicity
in the same census. Data in this paper coine from the population,
classified ,according to the "race" question in the census.

The current size, past growth rates, and demographic characteristics
of the Asian-American,ethnic groups-are strongly conditioned by their.
'Past history -of immigration. Chinese -and JapAnesd'arrived first in this
country, beginning in the nineteenth century, folloWied by Filipinos.
Large numbers of'Vietnamese and Koreans,,:on the other hand, began
arriving only recently. esPecially after the 1965 changes in immigra-
tion rules and prOcedures. Currently, thereare some-3.5 million Asian-
Americans belonging to the six groups,mentioned earlier,manyanean-

, hers of smaller groups are also firesent but data are less. complete for
thern.

Projecting future.trends is chancy at best. but it is probably safe:to
sa), that immigration will dominate the course.ofgrowth of many
Asian-American groups-(with the notable exception-olthe Japanese)
for decades to,corne. In addition, the sigh, natural' increase rates of
certain groups (e.g., Filipinos) will add,tO their growth.

The inimigrant (foreign-born) shares of the major Asian-American
groups are well over half for all except the Japanese,seneqing recent
hAtigraZion patterns. These patterns also have meant that the ethnic
mix within the Asian-American category has been undergoing a dra-
matic redistribution in the,past 15 y ears, with the share held by Jap-
anese, Chinese, and Filipinos falling from some 90 percentin 1960 to
only 65 percent in 1.980.

The age and sex distributions of Asian-Americans are usefully
decomposed into two parts. the native born and the foreign born. The
fornier might be expected to be characterized by smoothly tapering
pyramids reflecting relatively regular histories of reproduction and
aging. In fact, several groups of native born differ front-this patterwin
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some important respect. Japanese and Chinese pyramidS'reflect their
two of immigration, with substantial nit e-.born populations
at the older ages. the .t,hildren_ufithe earliest immigrants. The pyramids
of native-burn Filipinos, Koreans, Asian Indians, and Vietnamese, on
the other hand, are much more regular.

The pyramids of the `foreign -born populations are distorted much
as one might expect, given- the historkal'patterm; of iiimiigration.
Foreign-burn populations show the female bias of Korean and Filipino
immigration and the male bias of Asian Indian and Vietnamese immi-
gration.

Immigration and internal migration patterns are strongly affecting
the geographical distribution of Asian-Amerkanl Asian-Americans
in 1970 were bed.ily concentrated in the Western region of the coun-
try, where more than 70 percent of all Asian-Amerionslived. Chinese,
although following this pattern in general, were Slightly more concen-
trated in the Northeast, while Filipinos and Japanese were dispropor-
tionately found in the West.

By 1980 some substantial changes had taken plat.e. Asian-Americans,
growing faster than the total U.S. ,.bpulation, snowed at least a 30 per-
cent increase in all four regions. with growth coixentrated, in the West

-but with the South gaining most proportionately, compared to the
1970 population. The.perLent,of Asian-Americans living in the West
fell during the decade, While all other regions gained the Southbeing
the biggest gainer. Asian-AMericans in 1980 were slightly less unevenly'
distributed, l.0Mi5art4 to the total U.S. population, than in 1970.

Fire-y car net internal migration figures for Asian - Americans reveal
an outflow fromthe Northeast and the North Central regions toward
the 'South and West, paralleling the mu% ements of-the U.S.population
generally. Immigration, un the other hand, result:4,in gains for 411

four regions.
This paper Only sets the demographic foundation for the ongoing

study of theanust important questions of economic and social ad-
justment ,that he implkit in the rather tumultuous demographic
patterns of recent years.
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'Pacific islander Sin the United StateS:-
A Demographic Profile Based on the 1980-Censtis
by Michael J. Levin

This-paper briefly presents data_fronvihe 1980 census on Pacific
Islanders in the,United,Statel and assesses how well Pacific Island im-
migrants are .adapting to their-new ,social and economic environment.

In 1980 there were 259,566 Pacific:Islanders in the'United States.
Of the three largesroups defined geographically andlinguistically,
about 85percent of the population was Polynesian, 14 percent was
Micronesian, and 1 percent 1,vas.Melanesian. Of.the 220,278 Poly-
-nesiaris, HawaiianS1172,346), Samoans -(39;520), and Tongans
(6,226) were the largest groups. Since-Hawaiians are not immigrants,
there were 87,220, Pacificislanders in 1980 who would be considered

immigrants. Among the-35,508 persons °Micronesian background,
more than'8, of every 10 were Guamanian. The Fijian poptilatiori
was the-largest Melanesian-group with a total of 2,834.

The characteristics of Pacific Islander immigrants in the United
States differ Significantly frOm those ofthe U.S. population as a
whole. Although the median age of the U.S. po_pylation wast30 in
1980, none of the large Pacific Islander groups had a median age
greater than the 23 for Hawaiians. The 5.2 persons inSamOan families
were almost 2 persons more than the 3.3 for the United S tes as a
whole. Although Pacificislanders tend to have more difficulty_ gaining
participation in the laborforce-than some other groups, Tongans and
Guamanians were in the labor force in 1980 in greater *Portions
than the U.S. average of 62 percent, while'SamOans and Micronesians
fell below the average. Many Pacific Islanders, however, were in entry:
level positions, whichis shown'in the distribution of their occupations,
industries, and income levels.

Pacific Islander iminigration,to the United States differs.from most
Asiarriminigration in several ways-For the most part, for example, the
intent-of Asian immigration is permanent relocation. Most,Pacific
Wander inimigrants are from one of the U.S. Pacific territories Guam,
American Samoa. the Northern Marianas, the,Federated,States, of .

Micronesia, Belau, or the Marshall Islands. Since movement between
these areas and the United States is airly unrestricted, many Pacific
Islanders come to the United States forschooling orfor temporary
jobs and fully intend to return to their islands:permanently.
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The,education "industry" has been used as a sacetyialVetor
inLreascd prestire on scarLe resources. The extent of immigration for
this reason was not foreseen. The 'safety valve, works.both was
Pacific [Slanders are able to ernigrateand settle in thelnited-States;
andsending islands are not et.forced-tohLe the potential prOblems.
of both ramming migrantS and [urge numbers of=riew participants
joining the labor force (attributable partly to burgeoning fertility
rates). The eduLational assistancesiven,.to Pacific Is landerS istwely
sufficient to cover thekexpenses, so inany-must"work part tine or
full time. Since Most lack skills and _Englislt langttage ability, and
because Many Pacific IslanderS settle in reas that lack adequate
publk. transportation, most take jobs an ,remain in, entry-levt.i"
positions.

Even.iii.entry-Level-positions, Pacific Islanders,make more money
and are exposed to more of the materialaspects of the West thall
they would in theisland setting. The seductiveness of Lars ancl.,movies
and tapes makes readaptation ,to the traditionakoLiety of't heir home
islands-increasingly diffiLult'for 111e:educated Pa.ific Islam,er.,On the
other hand, although they desire as many Western material goods as
possible, niany find'it impossible to giv cup the Lommunal lifeof the
traditional oLieties. The Lonflia causes psy choloOcal and financial
Yoblems_formany Paci fie'Islanders.

Many Pacific Islanders,. then, eventually remain in the United States
part,!;;, because return migration is Increasingly problethatic. The prob-
kins with potential return have as muLli to do with increasingly lim-
ited employment opportunitiesqis difficulty in, readaptation. There
are few jobs available in most of the Pacific areas, and many of the
jobs available in the recent past have beenfilled by persons with
limited education. These people Will not be retiring for many ,years,
leaving inLreasing numbers of jducated young people with feW job
prospe..ts. The PaLifik, areas do not seem to be undergoing expansion
of their economic bases.

`t..

Southeast Asian Refugee Migration to the United States
by Linda Gordon

This work traces the history. of migration from Vietnam, Laos, and
Cambodia to the United States, It includes an analysis of the.corri-
position of the migrant populations and their residence patrarns in
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the United' StateS. A brief overview of researc4 on their adjustment to
American _life is presented,,and,prospeCts Terfurute inigration,are re-
viewed. . .

v

By compatkon with other Asian nations, these threecountries have.
a,brief history,of migration to the United States. Significant numbers
did.not arriVenntil.the 1960s. Through 1974, feWer than120 ihonsand
immigrants had UnitedStates from Indochina since
record keetiing'begar Froth 1975 through 1984, 700 thousamtinore
arrived, as refugees. This-movement took-place in two major. waves

.,-.
cresting in 1975 and 1980. Refugee arrivals continue at a yearly level

...
of 50 thousand in the mid-1980s, While a small prograntfor direct-
admission of immigrants from Vietnam is growing in size and _political
visibility.

As of 1984, the Vietnamese have become -the fourth largest-category
of Asian Americans, with more than 500 thousand refugee and immi-..

grant arrivals. Refugees from Laot approach the 150.Allousand mark,
while more than 100 thousand have entered from CaMbodia. Rapid

.groWth of these populations through natural, increase in the short-term
is assured by their very young age structure: In addition, available
evidence points to high fertility among these re fiigees, at ,least during
their first few\Years in the-country.

The arrival of\such large numbers in less than ten years, Withotit
established ethnic t.ommunities to case-their transition to Ainerican,
life, is unprecedent in ths,history of migration to the United States.
Because_ of this and e td the federal polit.y of dispersing arriving
refugees ,across the.cou try, their initial pattern of settlement was
much closer'to that of the populatiOn at large than that of other.
Asians'or other immigrant groups generally. A substantiatredistribu-
lion through internal migration took plat.e, espet.ially among the
earlier arrivals, resulting in residential concentrations in a-number of
cities. Currently 37 percent of the refugees are estimated tolive in,.
California: Refugees hav e gravitated especially toward urban places_
Aith warp climates and-existing Asian populationS. Sizable conc:en-.
trations have developed in the South and West and in a number,of
urban .centers in the East and Midwest. ,

Economic-adjustment has proved diffLult for refugeeS, during their,
first_year of residence in the United States, but over time, all eco-
nomic indit.ators have moved toward.the national rates. Recent re-
search shows the most common successful strategy for economic
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achievement to be multiple wage earners in a I a

issues of dad inthe'iew setting are met, adjustmentLoncems1
ot,us on coming to nos with the loss of one's former way ,Of life,

gaining permanentrc.. ident status and citizenship, and-assiihng rela-
tives still in the:home otintry to come to the United States: A sub-
stantial:potential for -11 ore immigration from Indochina exists, but its
'ley elin the foreseeable future will be controlled primarily 'by relatiOns

' between thegovernme ts involved.

The Future gration Policy
by Lisa 5: Roney

Tlus presentation fOeuscstonlproPosed Lhanges in the ImMigration andr
Nationality Act the-SimisonzMaziOli Bill' which, after more than-

- twol ears of-debate and passage in both theljouse and Senate, Wash.'
'Conference Coin inittee at the time of this conference and appeared.
to be.assured of passage, and-the impact of these possible changes on
the)U.S. Imringration and Naturalization Service, whiCh administerS
the Act.

The Simpson-MazzOli Bill which ultimately did not clearthe
onfereme Committee included provisions that would have.legalized

aliens illegally,_ present inthe UnitedStates since 1 January--1981.'The,
Bill would also have-made-it unlawful'foreinplOyerS toliire illegal

,aliens and impcis,ed a-graduated kale of penalties.-In addition, tothese
best:known provisions, the proposed. Bill would have-tested a program
waiving nonimmigrant v isa requirements for natives-bf countries with
low rates of fraud and included a bar on student adjustinent'of stattts
with-Waivers available-for certain students inhigh technology fLids.
The-Simpson-Mazzoli'Bill also-mandated significant information-
gathering requirements, including a longitudinal study of legalized
aliens.

The impact of the_propOsed legOation on Asianinuhigration Or
Asians in the United States is not totally. dear. Based on available re-
search, it could be anticipated that well under one-quarter of the il-
legal alien population would be Asiari.,A far-greater impact would be
expected from a bar to adjustmentof students to permanent resident
status since L'.arge p6rtion of students are Asian, and-since many of
these students adjust status. The exeinptionfor students in-highly
tedink.al fields would b, expectcd,to mitigate that impact somewhat,
however.
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Changes in immigration-poliey; it was noted, are slow in corning.
Extensive shady and debate have pre,:ededpassage of majoriiiiinigra-
tion legislation.each time it has been proposed, -whether, in the '1920s,
19565, 1960s, or.nowin the 1980s./Recommelidations for change in
the current law date back to the report of the Poniestie-Courvil,Coin-
-mittee on Illegal 1975 and have been continued_in afleaSt
three other major study efforts, the most influentialof wh:..;11.syas the
Select "Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy. Change is
clearly iieeded, the only,question is howsoon.it will be' aehieved.

the.Simpsonazzoli bill were to pass, it was noted, a hugead--
minist rativ e lid operational Workload would fall on, the _Immigration
and-Naturalization Service. If the bill did not pass, some changes:hr
immigration law could be expected on a more Onted basis through
piccemeallegiSlation. Such changes might include: administrative_ rather.
thairjudici,41 naturalization, creation of a prtAisionfor the iininigra,
tion °im es,tors, anda'more recent, or rolling qualification date for
creation of a rek.ord'of'adinisSion for certain long -term ills gal aliens;,,

Other-changes expek.ted in the future could include limitatiblis on
groups 4ttalifying for immigrant visas iind,er, the secondandlifth
,preferences, both of are heavily used by Asians. Although limits
On those qualify ing in these pre ferenc_es have notbeenpolitically -pop-
ular'in the paist, man) believe that as the demand for immigrant Nisas-
Lontinucs to grow a_situation which wotaid.be exacerbated following,
a!legalization_program further restrictions* inevitable.

The presentation also disaisses how different provisions of imp igra,
tion law work together -to affect iminigrat ion patterns. Many Patterns,
especially those of Asian inimigrantS.,_result as much or more from ,the
intricate workings of inunigiation laws than,from the pcislrand-pull
factors-to which they are most offen,attributed. This is an area where
more researehanct-analysis are glearly needed: *
The New Asian Immigrants in California
by Lurk Chow

Based- mainly onAlata from the 1980 Census and reports of the linpi-
gration and Naturalization Service, this paper examines the current
status of Asian immigrants in California, focusing on their bash. demi-
graphic attributes, their adjustmcift in terms or employ ment.andina-

4jor uk.ccipatious,ilie,sery ices that are matleaimihible to thentrand the
prOblems they encounter in the receiving society.
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Although immigrant groups in California erse. in many ways,
available-data show. Atha most Of them have high prOpartibns of the
young and laborTotential population. In.ret..ent,years, a striking
demographic feattire. of Asian immigration is the preponderance of
females over males, a Pattern thafsfands in slurp t st to relent
Mexican _immigration to California. Asian immigrant groups in Cali-
fornia generally stand below the:whites and their native t..punterparts
interms'of ,income,and occupationakstatus.

Among the Problems en,..ountered by the Asian immigrants-insthe
host sot..iety are unemployment and underemploy inent,iack,of ade-
quate housing, and, -for some of .the,reeent immigrants, poor health
status: Although there are numerous government and private serviceice

agencies in Californiailheir effectiveness in dealing withthe problems
of -immigrants is hindered by lack of ,..uordination and public. support.
The high cont-entration of Asians_in CalifOrnia;_risingunentPloyinent,
and the stagnation of the Amerit-an et.onomy have, contributed to
a Oimate-that'historkally led to anti -Asian movements. Undoubtedly,
however, Asians have played an important role-in promoting closer
ties--between California anzd'the immigrants'countries of_origin, as can
be seen in-the increasing nuMber of at..tivities in trade and tourism
and of educatiOnal and cultural exchange programs.

Community Impacts of Migration:
Recent IlOkano Migration to Honolulu
by Athefil,R. Agbyyani

The first part,ufthe paper gives a.brief overview ormigration to
Hawaii, f011dwedthy a summary of Filipino migration. The final
sectio,n.utilizes a portion of a 1982.survey-of Filipino Ilokano mi-
grants to Honolulu contlucted,by the-East-West Center Population
Institute, A descriPtiun,of,the,sample_Qf 'households and individual
respondents is presented, along-With an analysis of self-reported prob-
lems and patterns of utilizing agendes and services in Honolulu.

When viewed historically, the current 14.2,,pert..ent foreign born
in Hawaii is relatively small. The data on foreign-born population
show"60 percent in 1900, 21 percentin1940,and 10 Percent. in 1970:
During,1965 81 the largest-number of legal, immigrants reporting
Hawaii as their-intended resigeme were from the .Philippines(54
pertient),-followed by Korea (I3-percent), China,'Taiwan (7,pereerit),
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:Japan (6 percent), .and othercountries .(.19 percent). Currently 'the
.Philippines is second only to Mexico in sending immigrants tc:o.tlie

..,
-UnitecVStates. Of.the total-Filipino migrants tathe,Unitxl Statesisl 0
percent-0A thousand iliPinos migrate tothogtate of Hawaii each=
year. Unlike the FilipinoS who migrate to mainland.Unitcd'States, The
Fitipinbs in Hawaii are predominantly from Final Ilocos and ocCupy, a

.,lower socideconomic.:poSition.
Tltc;post -1965 immigrants from the Philippines are unlike the early

immigrants who were-predominantly uneducated; Male, single, young .
plantation workers who intended to return to their homeland. The
Study-sample shows 60 percent 'feMale; 82 percent married; an-average
age of 40, 22, percent had less than 6 years of schooling, 60 percent
intend 16 retnajnin Hawaii, and`40 percent work in service occupa-
tions. ,,-a

-
Housing- problems were reported'by 26 percent, job problems by 20.

percent, andlanguage problems by 19 percent,..tWenty-eight.percent
Of the-respondents thought Filipinos were discriminated against. How-
ever, onty IS percent rated their - current general satisfaction relatively
low. Few persons reported eV er using any service or agency (except lin-
employment.Compensation:which was used by 21,percent). A higher

T ,

-proportion of those reporting problems also reported agency use. Nearly
alliiiirOr he sample reported arleast one problem but no agency-use.

Those vv ho'reported-problems are characterized:as having fewer
family me nbers in Hawaii and come-from lowerincOme households
than-titOs who reported no, problem. Persons utilizing agencies-aN
character' ed as having more family in Hawaii and are,more-eco-
nornicailyl successful thatEpersolis who reported never using-an agency.

Findins from this study may be of particuld use to service agen-
cies, polio makers, and the community' in responding to new
immigrant

, .

.

Comments on papers by -Arnefill. Agbayani and,Lucie Cheng
by ,Sheila,11. Formal)

the-followilig'cornments focus on thOse;sections of the papers dealing
with immigrant access to major-health and human services. .

Agbayani's paper its low immigrant use of service agencies in
general (in HaVvaii), whitc-Cheng's paper on California cites "recent-
studies [whicla have shown that when linguisticallycompetent and
culturally sensitive services arc available, Asian inirni&ants show high
rates ofyservice utilization." ,4.....
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Lo al effurts to use the legal system, to develop such linguistically
Lompetent and LAI Rurally sensitive services have i.lvolved several mein;
tiers ofthe InteragenLy4CounOliforlininigrant Senices..As Agbayani's
.paper,pointsout, the concepts of civil rights.and affinpative action
have been invukeitin.these, reform efforts, and as &result majorservice
AguncieshaVel)een kited by the Officeof Civil Rights for violations of
.Title VI of the. Civinlights Act. these agencies haVe responded by
submitting detailed plans to ink.rease.immigranittLess to their services

In general, real improvements have been few andfar between. A
dironology A--events in a Llass action suit_filed by a limited English
speaker against the Department of Health (DOH) (Mangrobang versus
Yuen) is illustrative Of the problems:

1976 Suit filed by Mangrobang on behalf Of himself and others
inAhe class.

1977 State Judge- ruled'against plaintiff stating that- his own-
immigrant parents had'not had the benefit of specialized
'bilingual services. Plaintiff appealed to federal,cm.!rt.

1978 A Lompromise was arrived at between plaintiffs and-DOH.
Judge orderedhe-formation of aTcommittee to make
binding recommendations to improve access to DOH-ser-

vices.-Committeeforined, recommendations-made.
-1979, DOH refused to consider recommendations binding.

1980 Committee went back to federalcourt,to,askJudge to
order,DOH to follow reconimendations. Judge's° ordered,

1984 Cumniittee recommendations still not implemented.
Theja0 uf4he suit and the Lommitteelecommendations have had

autite.effect. bur example, &small bilingual aide-program-that orig-

inally was-tu have been,deleted from the DOH budget has been
tamed. However, improvements beyond the status quo-will require

more efforts. Legal remedies-will still be important but other political
and administrative strategies arc needed along with them.

Comments presented at session on Comthunity Impacts of
Immigration: Pacific-Islander Immigration and Adaptation

:by Robert W. Franco

These Lunpnents pertain to.themajor adjustments made by Samoans,
and-other PaLifiLISIalider groups, as they enter the labor Markets-of
ilawaeand the Mainland United States. In the-period 195i 75,'the
prirnary flow of WeStern &Inman emigrants was to New Zealand, and

the main flow of Amerit.an Samoans was to Hawaii and the mainland
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Uniled States. After 1975, when stronger, immigration restrictions
were enforced in Nev Zealand:Western Sarnoanyincreasingly turned
to American Samoa and,Jhe Linited States as.destination areas, and
since 1975, the pace of all Sanioan immigration 'to the United,States
has accelerated.

'Large Sainoan e,ominunities,can now be-found in Honolulu, San
Francisco, Los,Angeles,,San Diego,, Seattle, Auckland, and Wellington,
and kinship netwO'rks link theSe communities in Culturally-Specific
vvliys. The Samoan family caigaYha.s:always'been both genealogically;
and geographically extensive, and traditional circular movement pat-
terns (malaga) brought -together' different segments of the 'Olga for
resource sharing.and political maneuvering by faniily chiefs-(intrta.,
ila/aga-likeinuvements.still.Ucctir but over much, greater distances,
andimmigration.regularanis un the length of stay of Western Samoans,,
troth in:New Zealand and the United States, create.a second-type of
Samoan-eireulation.

Samoarivistiall state tvp related rcasuns for their unmigratiGn to
the Unite&States. Samoans want to visit, join, or help..their relativeS,
an& they want to find improved employ ment-opportunities and a
better life-style. The extensive &Own network facilitates employ-
ment search,aetivity, anti income from employment is often used to

,pay the trawl costs of family members. Compared to Asian origin
areas, Samoa-is relatively ,close to Hawaii, and circular, shott-term and
life-course-mignition:apPears to be a developing pattern.

ecorOing to the 1980 U.S Census; the Samoan community in
,

awaii is expoiencing the highest unemployment rate of any selected
Asia-Pacific Islander group. Samoan labor ;fort.; participation rates for/both

men and women were the lowest, and the percentage of Samoans
t living blow the poverty level was,the highest of any selectedetlinit.

group.11awaii State- data-stiggesLy grow nig frustration in jub search
activities for Samuanniales 15 24 years of age. ThtiSamoan employ-
ment picture is much better in California where thc.ielatively small
Samoalkailumunity is essentially "invisible" and not experiencing2the
dis'eriinidatioft that Hawaii's §amoanS report.

.

Incinasing numbers of Tungans began 1, °ming to the-UnitedStates,
in the early 1970s, and this flow has -also accelerated since the tighten=
ing of New Zealand immigration reStrictions,in 1975: Ttnigans and
Samoans seem to be ,ontributingiu a gruWing setundary economy in
Hawaii. The Tungans are more cummitted.tu this adaptation beca Ise

.
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t ley do not have,aLLess to the wide range of social welfare programs
a ailable to American Samoans.

Micronesian movements into the 'Unita States also have,hiLreased
slim '1970. These immigration flows will likely, increase with -the
termination of'U.S. Trusteeship as the current Compact alloWs fOr
essentially free access to the United States. Greater travel distances
and costswill'inake circular mobility more difficult for Micronesians
tlrn for Samoans.

The Asian-Pacifielislaridei. Population of the United States
by Leon F. Bowler and Anthony J. Agresta

Thi paper analyzes-the composition and distributif,n of the Asian-
Pacil.. Islander population living inthe United States as,,it changed
fron a hoMogeneous,poptilition of predominantly Chinese and
japanese in the early 1970s to an increasingly heterogeneous popula-
tion _Soda>. Population projections of both-the resident Asian-PaLifik..
Islander population enumerated in-the 1980_t.ensus and the-post-1980
immigrants born in- Asian - Pacific blander countries serve as-the basis
for a disLussion of this group!s changing composition as we approach
the twenty -first century and beyond.

Theifirst section of the discussion canters on-the differing defini-
tions Asian - Pacific Islanders held by.tbe Census Puream and
hinnigration and Naturalization Service. Current data tell-us that the
numbertof Asian-Pa..ifik, Islanders residing in the United States more
than do bled during the'1970s, rising from 1,538;721 in 1970 to
3,727,940 in 1980. Most recent data reveal that-in 1981 the _four
leadingerigins of Asian immigrants,admitted-to the United States
were Vietnam, the Philippines, Korea, and China.

The paper includes dikussion of the nature of population projec-
tions as welIas the underly ing fertility, mortality, and migration
assumptions used_ for the projections inade in thiS.study.

The Asian-Pacific Islander population-will increase from 3.7
million in ipso to more than 8 million by 2000, 14:5 million by
2025, and reach the 18 Million mark by 2050 if assumptions prd-
sented hold`truc:. Filipinos are expected to be the largest Asian -
Pacific nder ethnic groupby:the year 2000. The Chinese, Koreans,,
and Japanese will-follow respectively. Increases in the flow,T post-
-1980 immigrants to the-United-States will lead-to changes in the
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ethnic composition of the group.,In 1980 the-Japanese represented
18.8 percent of the total Asian Pacific Islander population:inrthe
United States, while 21.8 percent wore Chhi.ese. These figures will
drop to 6.2,and 15.0 percent, respectively, by 2050. The percentage
of Vietnamese and Koreans is expected to 'rise during this.70-year
period.

Detailed regional projections reveal that California, New York,
Hawaii, Illinois, and Washingtoware home to about 75 percent of alF
Asian-Pacific Islanders Hiding in the United States..A siiiiilai concentra-
tion of-the population In-future decades is expected unless patterns of
internal migration ehange.draniatically.

The proportional distribution ofAsian-Pacific Islanders is expected.
to increase from 1.6 percent pf the total puptilaticiiiin 1980 to 5 per.:
cent by 2030. Thus, hi the:future we will see inereasing,ethnie diver-
sity-among Asian-Pacifil Islanders-and growing -numbers of Asian-
Pacific IslanderS living in the United States.

This analysis leads us to anotheOmPortant point.,If these changes
,continue, how will they affect future patterns of-assimilation? With'
fertility of the resident population below replaccnient levels-and im-
migration reaching the high levels, experienced at the beginning of this
Century, we notice animportant.difference in the transformation
,process. Whereas immigrants .tt the turn of the century were predom-
inantly Europeans, today-a large majority are Asians ur Hispanics. The
question remains whether these newcomers to-American life-styles
will'be able to assimilate,without-prOblenis. Most importantly, what

_type -uf nation will we see emerge from these future patterns of immi=
gration, and how will this changing panorama affect the institutions
of. our society?

Korean Emigration-Connection's to Urban America;
A Structural Analysis of Premigration Factors in,South-K.Orea
by !llsoo Kim

Since 1966, eight developing nations Mexico, Cuba, the Dominican
Republic, Jainaka, the two ChinaS (including Hung Kong), the Philip.
pines. India, and South Korea have sent the largest numbers of immi-
grants to the United States. This pattern of immigration is due to the
selective interplay of their premigratiun factors with United States
immigration policy, as statedln the Immigration At of 1965 and its
1976 Amendment.

ot:
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This papkis a case study of how plemiga-atiOn fa etors in South'
Korea such as-its degree of urbanization and industrialization, its
"population explosion," and its political a ndtpLonoinii. dependence
on the United States are conducive to the emigration of its"people
to the United States.

It is,my central thesis that the premigrationfaLtors.have interacted
with specific aspet.ts.of United States immigration -policy and thereby
have directly and indirectly contributed to the formation of Korean

."emigration connections," whi_hfosters the establishment of a set
of-entry mechanisms, legal or illegal', of.Kcireans into the United
States:,

The prenugtation factor of-the political and eLonoint,..,dependence.
of South-Korea-on' the'United States:simelhe end of World -War II
has generated speak "em igration_Lo mice tions"-ofSouth Koreans
with the United States an "international-marriage connection," `.1.oe-

corineLtion," and "culturarconnettion." These'emigration
connections" are serendipitous for_Korean-emigrants. Other general
preinigration factors "population explosion;"'ONertirbanization, the
development of an export economy, and,the emergence 61.1ev urban
iniddieLlasses have also been-explored and discussed to-the extent
to which they-have t.ontributettlo Korean-emigration to-the-United.
States.

The effects of United States.foreign policy on the creation of
spremigration taLtors in South Korea are emphasized. The historkal
involvements erthe United States With the two Koreas have fostered
Korean emigration to the United States by creating specific "emigrw.
Aion connections" within the frainework of the United States irmni-`
gration laws.

The formation of Korean-"einigration connections" to the United
States is-the unintended consequence of United StateSimmigration.
policyotis an unexpected result because American policy makers did
not antiLitiate the effeas-pf the premigration factors on immigration.
That is to say, United States immigration laws are alined at-a)I na-
tionalities, but_tlic number of beneficiaries differs froM country-to
country depending on the degree.of its ON entrbaniz4 tion, economic
development, and the intensity of its e..onomic, political, and military
dependence on the United StateS.,
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Vielrends and-Policies of Korean Einigration
byitaigiCetin Kim

This paper-describes the major trendsof Koreanemigration history
...id reviews the policies adopted by. the,Koreangovernment.Ounng
the , past 30 years.

Thetistorynof the Korean people's emigration in a modern sense
begins with Korean agricultural workers' emigration to Hawaiian sugar
_plantations and-Mexican cotton plantations early in this century. But
their number was less than thousands.in total before imperialist Japan
annexed ,Korea,in 1910.

The thrti it of Korean emigration.started again with her indepen-
defice in 1945. The U.S..inNolvement in the Korean War<provided
newi opportunity for the Koreans' emigration to the United States:as
spouses of Anizricanlsoldiers or students-or adopted children of
Americans. The amendment of the American immigration regulations
in 1965 &pie. a further impetus tcothe Korean einigration-floiv to the
United States. Of the total emigration of about 400 thousand between

t
1962 and, I,983, family reunification; international marriage, and
child adoption accounted for 95 percentp4he remaining 5 percent
comprised medical doctors, nurses., pharmacists, and other workers in
the employ ment class. The Korean gmernnient's direct contribution
to this growth of-emigration is minimal, if any. The main contribution

fronythe traditional strong kinship of the Korean people. Flow-
ever, it is noted in.recent year's that the total number of emigration
4ipplicailksTs decreasing. This new phenomenon can be attributed to
the recent economic growth of Korea.

Turningto the emigration policies of Korea, the Koreaa:govern-
anent .t Low. any particular policy toward its nationals' emigra-
tion until the EmigratiOn Act was promulgated in .1962. The purpose
of the Act was to ensure the optirnum.population level and to stimu-
late the national economy. Yet the achievement of its purpose is
doubted. Admittedly the gradual slat.pf the Korean emigration
policy froth the restrictive to the 11-57.1a1 during the past 20 years made
-possible a large outflow of family class. emigrants in the 1960s and
1970s, mostof whom -were from the highly educated middle and
upper classes. Since the transfer_ of emigration aff,airs from-the Min-
istry of Health Affairs to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in January
1984. the.Korean go% ernment has-been a.tively engaged, in negotiating
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with the main receiving countries regarding the migration exchange
on the basis of reciprocity, while adjusting part of its emigration
policy to meet changes in the receiving countries' demarg for types
of immigrants. For business emigrants to Canada, for instance, the
Korean government has lifted the relevantprovisions of the foreign
exchange- regulation's limiting-the maximum-amount of foreign cur-
rency to $100 thousand that an emigrating family can take Out
overseas. At the same time, measures have beep taken to facilitate
the issuance of passports for thosotrarAng to, Canada to explore
business-prospects there.

The Policy Meaning of Nonrcturningi.J.S.-educated Chinese
Sfudents,and Scholars
by Ching- sprang Flwagg_

This paper discusses the policy meaning of nonreturning 1./.S.=educated
Chinese students from the Republic of China: The main topics of
discussion:Are (1) the profile of Chinese emigration from the Republic
of China .to the United States, (2)' the role of nonreturning U.S.-
educated Chinese students in emigration, (3) the Republic of China's
studying abroad policy and emigration policy, and (4) policy implica-
tions and directions for future research.

There are two main groups of emigrants from the Republic of
to the United States. students and nonstudents.,During the period
1950-83, nearly 63 thousand Chinese students stayed in the United
States, and most of them became or would become U.S. citizens
sooner or later. "Study and stay" thus has-become a wayf emigra-
tion to.the United States. In the same period, about 134 thousand

,Chinese nonstudents were expected to remaip and become U.S.
citizens. The total number of Chinese emigrants to the United States,
both sttqlent and-nonstudent groups, wasabout 197 thousand be-

-tween 950.and 1983. The t. o m p itidmolthisfigu re is noteworthy
because nunretuming Chinese students are not only themseNeS'a
main and significant-source of emigrants from the 'Republic-of China
to the United States, but,also an example that Chinese nonstudents

follow.
Historically,, the number of Chinese students who went abroad

is closely relatedlo the Republic of China's studying abroad policy.
This volicy has been a vital mechanism in controlling the number of
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U.S.-bound students since it went- through five stages of revision from
1950 to 1983. To some extent, the studying abroad pblicy may be
considered:as the emigration policy. Further,-thenain reasons for not
hav ing cleareinigrationpolicy in'the Republicof China are (1) the
concern over th.: Communist.threat, to Taiwan, and (2),the existence
of inany,.ways other than officialemigtation,for emigrants to goto the
United States. Finally, the policy implications and directions for
future research are provided at the conclusion of this paper..

The 1997 Question and Emigration Problemsln Hong Kong
by Paul Chun-Keen KIrong

This paper examines the issues and problems related to the 1997
question the year in which Britain will formally turnover to China
the sovereignty and administrative rights over -Hong Kong, Kowloon,
and the New Territories. Specifically examined are the past and cur-
rent emigration trends in Hong Kong and the factors that are. likely to
affect the_future_level and mode of emigration Yrom the country.

1n-recent years, the emigration of Hong Kong residents has in-
creased sharply in the face of the intensified 1997 negotiations. The
most common'destinations a Hong Kong emigrants are the United
States and Canada, and return migration is negligible. Results of
opinion polls alsoishow that although only, a sinall,proportion of Hong
,Kong residents have actually taken steps to, emigratC, many had ex-
pressed a desire to do so should China exercise sovereignty rights over
Hong Kong in 1997. Among the factors that would affect the future
levels of emigration from Hong Kong are (1)'the nationality status of
Hong Kong born residents after 1997, (2) the citizenship and residency
requirements of major receiving countries fir Hong Kong immigrants,
and (3) the extent to which China's open-door policy vis,litvis'Ilong
Kong -will continue.

Reproducing 1)evelophrent Inequalities:
Some Effects of Philippine Emigration to the United States

Elt.-abeth U. Erioia

This'paper points out how Philippine emigratiedi011ic-United-States
is partola reinforcing cycle by which historical relations of inequality
between the two countriesore.reproduced. In the 1920s and 1930s
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this movenient took the form of out-migration of Filipino farmers to
-flaWanan-sugar plantations.'but since the 1960S, eMigrationhas con-
sisted-largely..of profesSionaLandiechnical_Workers and-their-house-
holds. These movements of labor are generated'by - economic and
politic aI conditions:deriving from the country's subordinate position
within the-global econOmy, in, general and to the United States in
particular. This position is,a legacy of colonialigv.,that in re-Cent years
hasqleepened with the al.celerated-expanSion of the market ecolioiny
and' the pursunof specific eLonomic and .political projects that did
little to absorb a rapidly growing work force: This paper takes selected

isp et. ts.of.the-in igration_process_theAransfer cif labor;_rilmittakes____
return nugration,'and the economicind Political effects of Filipino
presence in the United-States to indicate-the manner in which rela-
tions of dominance and dependence between the two coun*ries ace
reprodueed.

The emigration of highly trained professionals and'technical work-
ers is a drain to the'Philippines because these skills;are required to
meet development goals. Skilled emigration also means that the coml.
try_allocates resources to an educational system to train a particular
work force but that labor is later appropriated by an external
economy, such as the United States. Remittances benefit individual
'households but have largely ,an inflationary effect in the increase of
national income because they are unrelated to an increase in real pro-
ductive capacity and, given the kind,.of consumption they create,

not have an economic growtlaidetion. In the countryside, re-
mittances tend to sharpen economic differentiation amongthouseholds
and have the contrary effect of stimulating a socioeconomic decline
because the local economy is externally dependent on income -from

remittances rather than on the productive capacity of workers. EXport
demands of Philippine prod is generated by Filipinos abroad have
increased-export earnings, but these demands have been met at the
expense of the earning capacity of the, local population. Return mi-

grants bring back not only material cultural values, which increase
demands for-imports, but also intellectual perspectives reflecting, in
the main, specific approaches toward development geared4o U.S.
interests, thus detracting attention from underlying structurallnequk
'ties. In the past few years, however, Filipino presence in the United
States has led to the formation of a few lobby and information groups

_.__0341114e.poin___tedout precisely these development inequalities.
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the state continues to encourage the export of labor-as -a way to
eage-unemployment and 'to auginent foreign exLhangesesery es. It putS
a"Preinitnw owcapturing foreign earnings by requiring remittance ofa
certain- portiotiof emigrant wages, streamlining.hanklug sere ices and
foreign exchange networks, and Promoting "return prograins.'But

`T'Otthe most part, foreign exchange reser:yes have been deflected-from,
development.programs-that would 'benefit the majority of the popu-
lation.

Emigration Policies and (Domestic Devel patent Coals_aLthe
Goveinnient of the Philippines Affecting Emigration to the
United States
by Tetifilb I.:Marcelo/

1

This paper demonstreites the adVentureus nature of Filipinos in search
of better opportunities in-foreign shores., The Philippine exposure to
Americawways, as ,well as tastes, and, more importantly,'the,thought
of the, nited Statp as a provider, a friend, and-an ally after World.
War II.:, are fundamentally the reasons for the concentration of
Filipino emigrants in the United States. The first part of the paper
T,er iews;the _migration trend in the Philippines from its early stageS to
the present-and the Philippine Government Policy on Emigration. The

-second part distiusseS the. Philippine gorernmenes,reLognition_to up-
hold the w .1fare and rights of Filipinos abroad through the creation

'''of-the oin nission on.Filipinos Overseas (CFO), a special government
agency Amdclrithe supervision and` ccintrol of the Office of-the Philip-
pine President. - .

Emigratiop in any country is a cohstitutionahight bestowed to
every Filipino Otizen provided he or she has been legally accepted by
the host country and that he or she does not 11...e any-pending civil
or criminal' case before any Philippine Court of Law.

Kgratiou to the "Americas can be Inked during the American
occupationzof the Philippines for more than four de3.ades. Records
show tha/ fOrthe past 37V; years (1946 84), a total of 588,420
Filipinos' havemigrated ,to the United States.

I 'A breakdciwn on the quantitative. outflow of the emigrants to the
UraediStates is folloWs: .

,4
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TotatWumper of Filipinos
Year Migrating to the United States

1946-75 276,73 I

o.

1976-80 157,469

1081-84

Total

154,220

588,420

Source

U.S. Department of:Justice, .
Immigration& Naturalization
Service:

Office of Emigrant' Affairs,
Ministry of Labor

Commission on Filipines,Overseas

Among-du., states,, territories, and.pqssessions of -the United-States
-Cint.luding Guam, Puerto -RiLo4 and the Virgin Islands), Cain' nia
absorbs -the largest nuniber of Filipino_migrantsfullow ed by Hawaii,.
IllinoisiGuam, and New York, respectively.

When President Ferdinand E. Maros visited Hawaii.in April 1980,
the ',leaders of FilipinaLoinmunities sought presidential intercession
regarding their predi,,ament in living away .fruni their loved' ones and.
their problems in the'host Lountry. In response to their regliest,-the
Philippine,Parliament created the Commission* un Filipinosoverseas
(CFO) un June 16, 1980; by virtue of Batas Panibansa (Republic Act)
Nu..79 specifically to protect the welfare of Filipinos overseas and
provide assistance: to Filipinos desiring to migrate to other countries,
as well as establish a data bank in aid of national manpower policy
formulation -

Moreover, the following ate vital enactments adopted by the Philip-
pine government on emigration:

1. The declaration of the State policy of maintaining close lies_
with Filipinos overseas as well as in promoting their welfare;

2: The amendment of Article XIV of the Pliii:npine Constitution
as approved.and adopted by the people in the 'plebiscite-of,19811'
granting natural-born Filipinos who are citizens of`foreign coun-
triesJlie right to purchase or be a transferee of real'estate.for
residential-9r agricultural purposes;

3. Theprovistpn of a.traiisportation discount package to, returning
immigratitswho shall use the national flag carrier the Philippine
Air Lines;

4. The,extenson.of the validity of passports to a period of 'rola
yea rs;

5. The creation of overseas offices, of the CFO to provide the service'
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,and.w.eifate-Oriented 'agency ,the visibility and direct contact to
its (CFO). dlientele;and -

6. The institutionalization of programs such as'the Balikbaj an
(returning iminigrants), the Balik-Scientist_ (retuining scientists),

and tire (-FepaTrialion of old, indigent Filipino work-
ersin Hawaii and California).

Filipino.Migration.to.foteign shores will inctease.:ip-the yearS ahead
depending toa large extent on the Migration,policies of host countries,
coupled with the Filipinos' desite, among others, toimprove Their
sociatand ecOnoinic-situations. As such,jhq,Pliilippine government
through its various agencies will continuously extend.its assistance,to
0/cry Filipino emigrant-in a.foreign- land.

Review of,Data Sources Concerning Eniigration from inclia
to the Unitecf-States
eAjit,KunzarPasgupta

This paper reviews studies on,the:distribution of Indians-living 'abroad
and recent steps taken toimptove our understanding of the nature of
Indian emigratio'n. Data releVant to the emigration.ofIndians are col-
lected ,by4lie Office of the-ProtectorolEinigrants; the-Reserve.Bank
of India,the;MinistrY,4 Education, theDepaitmentofTourism, and
other agencies. These data are rather fragmented'and'are Arsually_
simply a by-product of data collected for other pUrptises.

The.Office of the Protector of Emigrants keeps track ofskilled,
.

semiskilled, and unskilled workers going4ibroad fot employment pur-
poses but does not deal -with' professional and technicaliworkers. The
IleseNe Bank of India has somere4-ords on theInternationai-move-
ment of students, sime-the bank Lontrols,foreign excharige required
for study abroad. The:Ministry of Education has records on students .

going abroad for higher education with the'assiStame of-the gOvern-
Merit of TheDepartinent of Toirrism,Pnblishes in its,atinual

:reports information on Indians leaving the ..Ountry frorn'the'four
major ports of Dellii,,Calcutta, Bombay, and Madras. The Council of
Scie'ntifi.:and Industrjal Reseat-t-hlegularly releases intormationon
plaernent appliLaticins from Indian scientists and teaniOaris return-
ing from abroad. finally, the-National Register of Scientific. and Tech-
nical PerSons has-an Indian Abroad Set.tiorr, but registration is 1,,olun-
tarp and the1ist is incomplete.
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These sources,* far-,frolti.Lomprehensive, so it is not possible to
measure accurately the.sizeof the Indian population 1Ning abroad or
the annual flow of Indians moving abroad. Data for the-receiving
countries are'also inadequate to,this task._

New ,data Are -beLoining mailable,- but again they LoN, er, Only -certain
segments of-the population. The future needisfor:all_countries,to
gather detailed inforinatiOn abbut international migration in a.coordi-
nated-manner. 'As a first step inthistdireLtion, it isire,commended that
the United 'Nations,:Statistical Agencies Larp,assnational statistical'
agent-les on the:need for.progranis for the t.ollection,.labulatioli, and
presentation of data oif aliens.

Indian Inrinigrants in the United States: Demographic Trends,
EconomicAssimilationinAhe Host Society, and
sImpacton-tbe Sending'Society
by'Urntitillinocha
This paper-presents the historiLal.pattern of Indian immigration to
the United-States antVexarnines the demographic -and economic profile
of Indian immigrants: Froin.the sending-Lountry perspeLtive, the im-
pat-t of large -scale exodus of highly skilled 'Indians on.the economic
structure of India is,also assessed.

Although Indians are among the earliest Asian immigrants to the
United States,. the majority of theifr haw-conic after 1965, largely
as &result of the liberalization of U.S. immigration laws toward

'Asians. Thentunber of Indian immigrants increased froni"582 inA-965

to 21,522in 1981, an, inc-rease of about:3,600 percent: However,:the-
d11111.141number,ofIndianssentering the United-States:ltas leveled off at
about 20 thousand. An tr.4.rWlielmingly,Itigh,proportion of these im-
migrants-are adinittettw him the numeriLal limitation df 204liottsancl_
persons a-year and under the family (or relative) Preferences.

Regent immigrants fromindia-are predominantly -young, highly
edut,ated'i and well-trained professionals or skilled male.workers from
Urban areas. floweNer, Lertain-shifts in the age-sex structure -and occu-
pational:profile yrIndian'immigrants are of particular significance in
terms.of their pOte.ntial impart -on both the sending and the receiving
countries-More speLifiLally, there is:a-gradual,but definite trend'
loward,older Indians immigrating to the United States, and the.pro-
Portion of profes.sional,teLhniLal, and kindred workers among all
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Indian immigrants is on ,the decline. With regard to the settlement
Patterns of Indian immigrants, most of them tend to reside in urban
areas of a few selected states. New York and California arathong the
most, frequently selected states of destination for most Indifins.

The high educationaland occupat ional.qualificatiOns of Indian nn-
Migrants greatly facilitate their rapid entry American eco-
nomic,"sy stem. A-vas'i. majority of them are, gainfully employ ed,and
earn relatively high-incomes. Despite thiS, they frequently encounter
raciall.,..Judiceand job discrimination, especially in the initial process
of their transition frdm India to flit. UnitedStates. At presat,'Under-
employment, largely due to discrimination, appears to beipervasive
among Indian inimigrantt. ,`

The heavy exodus., especially in the early 1970s, of highly qualified
p.ofessionals from India.vyas feared to hamper India's economic
growth. However, much of this early concern over the issue of the
so-called,"brain_drain'',seems to have abated considerably. The dismal .

employ mentasituationin India has 1$0 some researcherS to view the
emigration of professionals as functional, as it benefits both the send-
ing and the receiving countries and the individuals involved as well.
Though the net impact of emigratiohlrom India cannot be deter-
mined at this point dtie to lack of adequate knowledge about the cost
and benefit of this process, it appears that the,posItive effects.of emi-
gration somewhat outweigh:the negative effects.

Althouglystill a very small fraction (0.2 percent 980) of the
total-U.S./population. Indians are among the most rapidll growing
Asian immigrant groups in the'United States and hay e greatpotential
to eventually exert a,profound influence on the economic, social, and

spheres of the United States. Therefore,large-scale empirical
and comparative studies are urgntly needed to fully understand this
potentially. importankommunity.

,Indian Immigration to the United States: Socioeconomic
Consequences and Impact on India's Economic Development
by Rameskyaramwswarni
Immigrants of Indian origin are amongmong the most recently established
groups of immigrants in the United States. People ofndian origin
have come to the United States' not only from India but also from
East Africa, the West Indies, Guyana, and Great- Britain. Between 1871
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acid 1965,-On ly 16,000 Indian' immigrants entered,the United,States.
In the following decade, nearly- 100,000' Indians immigrated'to the
United, States and the numbers' have continued to increase since that
time., Indiariimmigrants in the United:States fall into fpur broad
categories;

I. Farm 'laborers (and their descendants) who left-the Indian'States
of Punjab between '1904 and 1914. This group of about 50,000
Indians-is of:peasant, stock and-is engaged-primarily in agriculture.

2. Those who immigrated'mmitated just before or soon after World War II.
This group (currently numbering fewer than 30,000) is betteredu-
Lilted than the group that preceded them and'is relatively, well-off
economically.

3. Those _who came in the 1960s and'early 1970s (mostly students,
visitors, and dependents) and stayed on. This group, numbering about
90,000, is doing well both financially and protIssionally.

4. Those who,eatIrtinithe- 1970s, mostly students,who wanted-to
stay on fdr,praciit.al training or otherwise,-but who had ilot-aLquired
permanent resident_status. Most of the.50,000periOns in this group
are quite young ,(between 21 and 30 years of age).

There have-been-no comprehensive studies of the socioeConomic
consequences kmIndia of emigration to any country. int.luding,the
United States,;but there has been considerable'Lont.ern expressed
about,the,brain drain, 4111%. e such al large number of Indians Icily ingf or
the United States are professional and technical workers. Some efforts
:have heen_made to 4,ttrat.t Indian professionals in the United-States
back to India, for example, by giving them assistance in finding suit-
able employment. Discussions about the brain drain in India, however,
should take into account -theunt.the large pool of professionals who have
remained in India. Current ly*the stock of st.ientifit, and technically
qualified,manpower-in.India-is,estimated,tobetmore than 2.5 million,
constituting the third largest reservoir of qualified manpower in the
world. In this light, the brain--drain problem is less serials than would
be expected from ex.rinining the number of highly qualified emigrants

'inisolat ion.
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Indochinese Refugee Outflows and Migration Patterns
by,13lehard 4. E. ngeilturdt,

This study reviews the scale of -Indoc.hinese refugee flows°And:argues
that the patterns of refugee popUlationAnmementarelargely pre-
scribed by culturally predetermined networks. tato -from a recent
survey of refugees-are also-discussed:

Since 1975, an estimated 2 million persons have fled Vietnam, Laos,
and-Kaniptichea.'Olthese, some hoe_ Lhosen to return-holm (about
20,000), other's have died (perhaps 100,000), and some have been
integrated into the country of fiist asylum (about,30,000). As of -1984,
about 350,000 remained in i-amps or in areas alcing the Thai border.

Of the roughly whci have moved onward from countries
'of first asylum, about.half _have gone bathe UnitedStates more than
700,000 of whom were resettled through-the refugee program, while
others were adihitted under the Orderly Departure Program. Another
quarter million have gone to China, perhaps 350,000 have gone to
non-Asian-countries other than the United StateS,,and about 5,000
have gone to Third"World countries within, Asia.

The potential shoLk of these refugee movements has been lessened.
by .the history in koth sending andfirst-asyhim receiving countries
of four related traditional patterns of-movement. (1) rural relocation,
(2) urban probe, (3)i-holt-patron migration, and (4) forced removal.
These patterns-Were discussed in the'light of_data from the refugee
survey and other sources of information. ,An analysis of the occupa-
tional patterns elf departing refugees suggested, that-the majority
would be considered of peripheral value to the new regime, so losses
to the refugee sending countries were deemed slight.

Refugee Movements as a ProductotSdeial Conflict_
by Astri Suhrke

Refugee_populationTlows can be seen to result from the,historical
development and extension of state power, particularly the conflict
associated with 'late state formation. Analysis of the situation in
Afghanistan and Ethiopia illustrates this process. DifferentAypes of
population outflow should be recognized' because movements Of
whole ommunities, for example. have different implications than
indhstidual refugee moveinents.
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An important qycstion is how Lertain population outflows Lonie to
be recognized as politiLal refugees_bythe international .immunity.

L:onflict assoLiated:with "late depenslent Lapitalism" is
LIAraLteristiL of a number of countries Asia-, yet they liar cr no large
outflow-of:people identified as "refugees." A.sociolggi.al definition
of refugee is needed and perhaps deserves legal recognition.

'Paradise Left? Polynesian Voyagers in therModern World
by l9lut Coryielt
'Nligratiun has haraLterized population Lhange in-the Sauth_PaLifiL in
the past two deLades, nowhere -more so than in the predominantly
small' Polynesian states. siih as AmeriLan Samoa, Westerb Samoa, and
Tonga, where there -has been extensive emigration, primarily to New
Zealand and thc"United States, to the.entent that, in some Lases, the
aLtual populations are declining. The populations of PaLifiL Island
states are bLoniing-inLreasingly LonLentrated in national %..apitals
cities in the metropolitan countries fringing the region.

Migration rates are influeiied,by eLonomiL changes in the'inter- s

national eLononly and by the increasing inLorporation of the..South
Pacific into that world system. The states of the South PaOfie are
small (iii population and land area) and with limited potential for
cLonomit. der elupnwnt, Der elopment potential is broadly Lorrelated
with size, and the extent of emigration is even inore,broadly inversely,
Lorrelatedswith size. Population grOwth rates arc invariably high but

population Macaw; has been direrted into emigration, which is
therefore often regarded as a "safety valve.",,

Migrationos primarily a response to realand perLeir IA inequalities
m soLioeLuAni.. opportunities and is assoLiated with value changes
assoLiated ,wit h theAlfeLtire-penetration.orLapitalism to this ,emote
periphery.:of the wcald eLonumy. 'Emigration has transferred much
fertility overseas and Lontributed both to a brain-and-skill drain and a:
decline in agriLtiltund produLtion. A massive inflow of remittances
has inkse.ased 0.uniestik. welfare but, in the absence of Productive in-
estment opportunities, has-rarely Lontributed to eLonomiL growth.

Return migration has been limited in extent, often-being primarily of
"failures", or retirees, anafewaLquired skills hare been effectively
transferred into loLate.onorpies. in sonic Lontexts. there has,been
opposition- to.return migration.
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Few Lountries have attempted-to slow emigration rates or. to pro-
mote develoPmentstrategies tkitQwould reduce deperidem.e.onemigra-
tion and from the poorest countries, especially Kiribati and Tuvalu,
there have been new pressures on metropolitan Lountries to accept
More migrants. Future migration, opportunities art:likely to result
from economic changes,dmipolitial responses irmetropolitan coun-
tries. There is greater opposition-to,int.reased migration in AuStralia
and New Zealand than in the:United States, althoughtistorit. gilonial
ties have provided continued avenues for migration. Currently the
overseasPacifit.,Islander population is larger and groWing faster in the
United-States than anywhere else, and this trend appears likely to
continue. -

. .

`Comments on Paper by `John Connell ,

by Teo Id. Faiitairir
x

In dealing with this subject, br..Connell sti,.,..eeds in bringinglogether
a large body Of evidence, baSed doubtless on -a reading of practically
all that Lis been published in-the English language on the subject.
'Major et..onomic factors are highlighted, which reveal much about the
motives to migrate from Pat.ifit. island Lountries. He concludes that

'stiLlt motives -are likely to remain-powerful influeru.es, paving the .way
for a "new diaspora." . if

I will confine in comments to pointing out a few apparent am-
biguities in the paperasiwell as areas that merit further clarification.
On the substance and-major conclusions, I findlittle in.the paper with

.-.which-to disagree.
Collating and interpreting material for so many island.;Lountries,

eat.h....xhibiting important differences from the otheis, is.no easy, task.
Connell succeeds but not without an.ot.t.asional-lapse. Perhaps most
notable is the failure in-places to specify dearly whether a particular
point is meant to apply to Pat.ific islands in general or-to individual
countries or groups ufAliem-in particular. To illustrate, much is.made
of the arguntebts againsternigration contained in Western Samoa's
plan documents, but no indication is giVen of-whether thesi., have
general application ur significance. - Clearly, such arguinentslwOuld
haVelittle'signifkant.e for the small resource -poor t.ountrie ,,whit.11
tend to view emigration as a vital option offering the possi iility of
est.api: from an otherwise unavoidable drift toward poverty.

The paper t.urre.tly emphasizes the importance of agritlulture in the

t'
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economic life. of the- region,_but it points out that in many instances
agiculiure has failed to "provide for the food requirements of grow
ing population" (p. 7), and,thislias created problems for. the-balance
of Payments. It goes onto say that "the. value Of food imports has
generally been greatei_ than revenue from food crop exports" (p. 6).
(The first of these points is repeated On pages) 7 and`38.)

The claim that agriculture has failed,isenerally true, in the case.of
export production-buts-open to dispute in relation to food produc-,
non for. locaicensuMption. The Oident.c'sygge§is that in many cases
agriculture has perforTed-welllin providing for subsistence needs and
in meeting local market demand. This has been-the.case in Western
Samoa (see latest Development Plan) but is probably true of other
Pacific island countries as well. A further ambiguity lies in equating '6

food imports with food exports, a relationship that is not-critical for
balance -of-payments

A key compOnent of the paper is that of dealing with the rationale
for Migration. Tlie paper clearly points to economic factors as princi-
pal motives for emigration. One cannot quarrel with this, but what
needs to'be done is to strive for more precision in identifying-the kind
of eCononiic forces.at work and how they-affect migration. "Wider
economic opportunities" are cited as a primary- factor, but this ra-
tionale:needs-to be disaggregated:into'more specifiC elements. These
possibilities include wage arid:or income differentials,'secttring of
regular employMent, access to "fast money," aellievement oteeo;
nomicindependence, escape from limited job opportunities. greater
savings potential, and fulfillment-oLmaterial aspirations. Dealing in
such specific terms,would be a step; forward in itself and would also
provide a more satisfactory basis for analy zing differences betWsen-
island'countries. a

The role of remittances in small Pacific: island economies is as-yet
poorly understood. Connell's paper relle"cts this,-for example, in the
statenient that the Planning goals of'seIrstifficienLy implies redue-
Awn of migration and remittances" (p. 36).and that "continued de-
pendence on remittances is.symPtomatic,of.continiiing underdevd*
ment and dependency" (p. 3,1. 1.doubt that island countries view
things this way, reniittaiice are,now -such a key factor thatniany-
islanders accept them as a perfectly, normal way' of obtaining money
and as a means olsatisfy mg material aspirations; They are viewed .6',,
essentially money. transfers from family member's working abroad and
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not a., a form of charity or handout. Nationally, remittances bring in
large amounts of scarce -fereign exchange vital fur the balance; of pay-

:
ments and for.development in general. It k.an.beargued,,therefore,
that this form of transfer is not incompatible with efforts to promote
gleater self-reliance.

Emigration acts as a "safety calve" that relieves pressure on national
governments of ,these countries to provide, employ inent opportunities
and Welfaresery ices. As such, itgives them breathing space,and an
OpPVtunity to get their ad together in tackling vital development
and related-proolems. A daligeiis the paper points out, is when
emigration,isNiewed as a "substitution for,developmene:.rather than
a short-term support for increasing the effectiveness of national de-
velopment efforts. But again the latter caveat has limited validity for
the very small-island countries.

There are.limits to what can te covered in a paper, but one regrets
the absence of more detailed evidence relating to the microlevel ar
fandly'houschold'ley el of emigration. Mare need's to be known abotit
family. and Ldividual at titudesAutvvard emigration, its role as a family
optioli,,iinPat.t of emigration on family labor and ,,ork organization,, .
effects of remittances, and nattirclof the household relations with
overseas members. Further rest...rch in these areas Would help to give
us an even-dearer picture of international migration fronythelegion.

A Regional Perspective
.
on Sending Country IssueS

by Jerrok Tit! Hugaet,"
The presentation argues that a-true regional perspective on the issues
of emigration to the United-States does not exist in Asia and discusses
some reasons why. It kites the importan,,eof student migration and
discusses the possibility of Asian-,,ountries attempting to influence,
sUnited States iMmigratiOn-policy in the future.

One reasun'ior claiming that a regional 'perspective on emigration
does not exist in Asia is. that the experient;:lf countries in the region
,varies greatly. The five countries of China, India, _Republic of Korea,
Philippines, and :Vietnam provided more than ;0,000 migrants. to the
-United States in 1980. A..idefrOm the somewhat special cti.ws of Iran
(10,400 migrants) and Laos (14,000 migrants), no other country pro-
vided as many A 5,000 migrants., Several countries with.sizable
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populations tirOv ided feiver than 1,000 migrants (e.g.,,Afghinistan,
Bangladesh, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal,. and Sri Lanka). -

At the regionalio el the issue olemigration to the United States
is dwarfed by other concerns, stiLli,as political and security questions,
international trade issues, and even the importance ofinternational
labor migration.

If by "regional perspective" we mean a viewpoint that is held
strongly enough to affeLtgov eminent policies, then no regional view
exists, because essentially no national v iews have dcveloPed. Most or
the Asian countries reprevnted at the conference indi,...ited that they
'have taken noineasures to restrict emigration to the United. States.

Although ri...ent economic theories of international \migration
empliasize.that it widens the development gap, thepresentation sug-
gests that governments have not,sought to restrict. emigration beLause
(1).it simply'llas not:becomc.a policy issue,.(2) governments hold the

,ilties of human rights to be more important than economic: gain,
(3) governments ark. not cony inLed that emigration represents a net
loss, or (4) the -polity is in error. The presentation speculates that
Asian governments would be more likely to protest if the United
States stopped all immigration from their Lountriesthan if it per-
mitted unlimited migration.

Migration for the_purposcof study is often overlookaLin migration
research because it is conceived of as a temporary move, but tle
thousands of Asian students who study in the United States establish
academic, professional, business, soLial,,and cultural links that are
extremely important for both the United States and the Asian
countries.

To date, AsiansLotint ties have not, singly or collectively, attempted
to ex rt much influence on the formulation of United States miglra-

tion olicy , but in the future, they may wish to lobby for certain
numerical quotas, for a ,policy that would achieve a better balance
among sending- countries or for poliLies emphasizing either family
reunification or occupational preferences. Such lobbing is not antici-
pated, however, rot the_ sank. reasons that Asian governintints have not
generally formed their own policies regarding emigration.
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Accounting for Immigration: The State of. the Art
by Daniel B. Levine

Although almost always a topic of corker'', immigration to the United
States has drawn steadily increasing interest over this past decade. As
birthrates have declined, recognition has grown of the role immigra-
tion will play in Suture population growth. Debate is heard on the
impacts of-immigration on national eeonumie conditions- and social
structures. Questions abound over the volume of illegal alien immigra-
tion and the numbers now residing in the country, as well as over our

'policies toward refugee resettlement. As'gov eminent attempts to
formulate -and develop pulley appruat,hes to deal with the issues, the
ability`orthe federal statistical-system to ,provide a factual basis for
planning, implementation, or evaluation is called into question.

In response to these and other lung-standing expressions of euncern,
the Committee un National Statistics of the National Research Coun-
e il was asked by the Immigration and Naturali2ation Service to con-
vene a onferenee to-assess_the feasibility of ,and need for a review of
federal immigration statistics. The Conference, held in late 1980,,
strongly supported the need for a eomprehenSive rev iew and, accord-
ingly, in late 1982, the Panel on Immigration Statistics was established
within the CURunitte;: on National Statistics of the National Research

'Council, withihe support of the Immigration and.Naturalizattion,
&iv ke.orthe Department of Justice. A-panel of 14 members was
seleeted, reflecting the div ersity of interest in the topic, theirepre-
herded expertise in economics, s'kiology, demography, law, statistics,
management, and journalism.

The-study-had three-major aspects:
I. to determine data need; for immigration palmy, for administra-

tion of immigration law, and for other purpusestrelated to immigra-
tion:

2. to rev iew existingelata sdurces related toimmigration, emigration,
and foreign stock and to assess their statistical adequacy, and

3. to identify major shurteumings and reeummend appropriate
remedies -and actions.

The paper presents an overview of the activities, findings, eonclu-
sions, Ind general recommendations of the Panel on ImmigratiouSta-
tisties. rulkw, int; ,thlic introductory discussion on the background of
the issues and a description of the Panel, it describes and.discusses the
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data-gatheringsaetiv ities, limitations; and problems ofseveral of the
major data sources that provide information on different aspects of
nnimgratioq, including flows, stocks, and the dynamics of the process.
'Highlighted are the Immigration and Naturalization Seryice. the Cen-
sus Bureau, the State Depaqtment, the National Center for__Health

Statistics, zinc! the Social Security Administration. Because the Panel's

repogliad. not yet:been published, specific recommendations were
-not the papereofieludes by noting a number of
broad, major actions required if the availability of reliable and.timely
data relevant to the policy eom ns of the day is to become a'reality.

Key-among the pggesti OM are:
'The Statistical PO-hey Office of the Offi-ilc of Mattizmentand,

Budget must takea lead role in fostering and maintaining.coorclipa-
non among producers and users within the government. Or partici-1Th--

Importance is establishing common definitions,ensuring their use;
ending duplication-of effort, defining essential items, and extending
the exchange of information.

Athisory committees and other mechanisms must be established
to obtain outside experience and expertise.

Quality, timeliness, and consistency.mustbecome, integral ele--
ments in the prcrduction of statistics.

The ImMigration and Naturalization Service must recognize that
quality statistics will become the norm only when top management
becomes committed to and fully supports the idea that data are
important and tre..essary. Until that point, my other action is simply

a finger in the dike. .
0 A major, new study., consisting Of a longitudinal panel survey,

should be initiated under the support of the Immigration and Natural-

ization Service to provide continuing information on the dynamics:of
the process of settlement and adjustment in the Unit,:d States by im-

migrants and refugees. The study should cover new immigrants and

those changing status, temporary adaiissions for educational, training,
and short-term work, and aliensgiv en legal status under amnesty pro-

visions.

Comments on Wiper by Daniel B. Levine
by ,,Sanniel Baum

.Mr, Levine Tresentecht comprehensive assessment of the adequacy of
.U.S.,immigration statistics, therefore, I have only a few minor com-
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ments to offer in,the nature-of-some complementary thoughts on the
topic under discussion.

First, the limited quantityufinnnigratiun statities-and:theit'limitud
aceessibility arc not confined to the United States. Immigration saa
tisties are probably the,leastadequate of the three major variables of
national population growth fur almost all countries of the .world,,both
developing and developed.

Levine points out the low priority. given to inunigCation statistics.by
the -Immigration and Naturalization'Service (INS). I have the impres-
sion that this reflects the low priority ,given to suchstatisticsiiy all
federal agencies,-including, the-Census Bureau. For example, my im--
nression.isthat'the.major impetus for the CensuS Bureau's interest in
how many AthericansaMj ethers entigrate was not-because of an
interest in-ininiigration itself-tat because lack olemigration data was
an obstacle in the Census Bureau's attempts to Measure the under:
count in the populatiOn-eensus. Lff.)o priority for immigratiOn statistre,s
might also be,inferredfrum,t he failure to obtain the relatively small
amount of money required to Larry questions un emigration-in the

- Current Population Survey.
My inipression, and,hereall oryOu experts on U.S. immigration

,may object, is,that aeadeinicslliive not in recent decades fullyex-*.
pluited w ha data on immigration .ire available in puOulation censuses,
public use samples, and Abe Current Population 'Survey., Immigration:
has nut been aspo'pular a tunic as,fertility, for example, consequently;
lessattention has been paid to the: subject except for some news-
worthy sueltasillegal immigration. This has beenL..hanging in
recent years, however,-and this conference is a reflection _

newed interest in immigration.
I am somewhat puZzled by Levine's statement that "I -would -hope

the Bureau would finally explore the feasibility of using the CPS to
test the collection of information un emigration, through,a multi-
plicity. apProaeh." My underStafiding.is that the Census Bureau had
fully explUred this but could not obtaiwthefunds, which' was a paltry
sum by federal spending standards.

One'uf the major etintributions of LeNine's caper is to bring to our
attention the important role tharnon-INS data sources earv-play-in.
study ing immigration. For example, if we go back_to the framework
developed in the "paper,proented'by Fawcett, Arnold,dnd Minocha
at this conference, it becomes obvious that many important data are
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potentially availablefrom State Department and SocialSecUrity
Adpinistrationsources,and now here else.. It is hoped that relevant
fed9al agencies, congress, andthe-Office of Manageineht and:Budget'
will q.cognize;their,value as a source data and.will implejnent
recomniendations,olthe National Academy of Science's (NAS),panel
to tranqate-their potential' into actual-data.

Finally, I-believe wewe a debt-of gratitude to the -NAS panel, and
the INSA9o.sponsored thestudy, developing a wide range of
recommendations that could dramatically change the data situation,

'Whether they will be-adopted we shall have- tova it and,see.
In the Meantime goy ernmcnt,and non-government usersiof-data can

strengthentheir case for moreand better immigration ,statislicsby
bet ter.exploitation of what is'ayailable, for example, -the special tabu-
lation otlie foreign'born from theU.S. 1980 Census. If-this rich
body of data goes not get exploited; it-is less likely that silnilar data
will be produced from the 1990U.S.,Population 'Census and'that
otaer. '.;ountries our lead ittir4parirg shrilat datitfroin
.titeir forthcoming population censuses. to,

Special-Studies Ognnigrants. A Comparison of Work On Asian
and His alp_liciiiimigrants to the United States

Teresa A. Sffi

Despite-large, recent increases in the-proportion of Asians:amongtegal-
, U.S. immigrants, research on this population has- been relatively scarce.

p One reason-for this scarcity is commonlo all studies of ifittnigrants:
the structural scpaiation of immigration data production from data
aridly MN. Data,,piDdilLtion can-be carried on under:official and'unoffi-
cial auspices and analyzedly official agencies or by unofficial.re-
searchers-and,agencies. In the United States, immigration data have
been produced by official-agencicsbut analyzed by unofficial research-
ers. As a result, many needed data are never-collected or the:time
series- are interrupted. Some researchers produce-their Own (unofficial)
data, but thisis costly and may ,produce only-small or local samples,

-In_q.LIdition, the ,particular study of Asian-American iminigrantsis
complicated'ily&nit factors. Firsti databases collected' under official
auspices are oftewinadeticLate. A national:samplc survey
ton few-cases for analysis, dna the ntceiretlinic codes in Many, official

data _combine all Asian,nationa ities ax"..`other." The U.S.
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Census is-altexception, but its questionnaire permits analysis of-only
a few- issues at 'I 0-yeat intervals. .

Secondiperception prevails,among analysts thatAsian-American-
immigratipn issues.arc different, from those facing.other groups. For .

example, Asian-Americans-areperct:ived as a heterogeneous groupof
permanent immigrant k10 assimilate quickly andrbecome "Model

. .
minorities." By contrast. Latin-American-immigrants are often charac-
terized as a hoinugeneotts, temporary, migration stream that refuses to

. .

.assimilate and ,is fast becoming a social problem. Both stereotypes are
badly distorted.

thethirdfactur clerk es from the second. The issues facing Hispanic
immigrants are seen as more impuitant, perhaps because they are often

,campareci to black's as a "problematic" minority. Many studies of
black disadvantage have`been replicatedfotHispanics, but there arc
relatively few studies that include even one Asian inunigrantgrouras

comparison.
The fourth. factor is the development in studying Asian-Americans .

oremplitisiz.ng issues and concepts that cai not be studied with offici.,I,
clata.sources. Theseissues are-often studied with small, local, unofficial
samples. Examples include generationalichange in value,:use of mental
health facilities. and net works among Asian immigrants. A literature
review of recent articles is used to illustrate some of the important,
themesiin this body of literature.

"7-----euiada-andimmigratiop-of-Asian Nationals:_
Development of an Immigration,Policy
by Dank! Kubat

The ezly formulations of Canada's immigration policy beganbefore
the turn LI this century primarily as a response to inimigration..af.

Tlfc,Asian immigrants, arriving and spttling forthe most part
Cu'a.nbia, were.seen .is a threat numerically, culturally , and

econoMically tca r atively sparse.mostlY.,British population in the
Province. Provitici_ powers kept try ing to-thwart additionaLinunigra-
tion of Asians wh. Were siakii..7,ht.as Ocala labor for-major construction
_projects. The tiltAate responsibility for immigration rested, however,.
in Ottawa. The..., the federal government had to takeinto account-
_the needsof tl . radicalized provincial constituency, aswell as the
Alivationsit .,.ic.toward the -British Crown and toward large-scale
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einployers.of Asian labor. Understandably ,:the federal gw.ernment
%-vas,reltic tint ,to shLW a bias directed.at a specific nationality While

the administration orimmigration.procd to be restrictive to Asians.
This was accomplished _through a sophistry, in formulating rtilesof
admissionpredicated on the principle of assimilability.

Frotti1967 on, Canada's inimigrationpoliciesbectimelied'ex-
plicitly to the dual concerns'of demographic,andlabor forc,e=balanee.
The intake of,immigrants,howeer, responds now mainly: to huniani-
tarian concerns, .both by allowing liberally into the country relatives.
of Canadian'residents and accepting for settlernent.a fair number.
of refugees from around-the world. Abona fide economic immigra-
,tion .toCanada of all:races and nationalities hastecome,quite small

eserSinee the immigration regulationshaNebecomebona fide uni-
.versalistic. One exception to this trend is an active-recruitment or
entrepreneurs importing financial capital into Canada.

Asinr4acific:ImmigLantS-in Australia
by Charles Price -

Up to about t he-early-part of the twentieth century, Australia's-1Mmigration

policy has been characterized by severe-restrictions. Popu-

larly known.as the WhiteAustralian Policy, these restrictions
drastically reduced thnumbr of Asian - Pacific peoples inAustralia,
except for those engaged inexenipt occupations. Though small in
number, the early -imMigrants to Australia had much to do with the
revival of Asian-Pacific immigration once the restrictions were mkt!,
culminating in the introduction-of completely nondiscriminatory
policies in 1973. ts

Along with the current emphasis on,family reunification and ae-.
cep tance of responsibility for refugees, the easing of restrictions pip-
duced a substantial-increase in Asian-Pacific immigration toAustralia
in recent yeacs causing renewed concern in some sectors of Australian

society.
Asian-Pacific immigrants in'recent years are in general highly

qualified with substantial proportions of Soiath and,Eas(Asians in
the professional andstetliiiical occupational categories. Although
AstanTaci(ic groups tend to concentrate, in certain areas of Australia,

they are at present erpericncing outmarriages very much more than
Mediterranean iminignints, and most of these outmarriages arc with
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-native Australians. They are-contributing, therefore,
,,pet tiatiun of a pluralist multicultural 'society than to
of a new-ethnically mixed society reminiscent more
Melting:pot thathSwiss Cantonarpluralisin.

New2baland:AnAlternative Destination
for Asian a nOriei fic Immigrants
by Andrew a Mill
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less to-the-7,01--
.6e emergence
of the Ainefican

This_paperexamines New-Zealand's immigration- policies with specific
reference.t0 -the entry-of Pacific and Asian Migrants: The first part of
the pa pc r rer iew s the nature ind"Prov isions, of writ ni,Policies,-includ'7::
nig the underlying considerations and responsibilities. Tlie second part
of the-paper,-using 1981 census results, focuses upon the size and
selected characteristics of Pacific and-Asian populations in New. Zea-
land-1u _pros idelome, indication of-polic'y outcomes. 17- inally, because
of their bearing Upon either- iloinestk or external responsibilities and-
their influence upon;aspects of current policies, the nature and' resolu-
tion of three recent immigration issues (i.e., Pacific Island overstayersi
the:Saindan_citizenship criSs, and the delayed entry eindochinese
-refugees) are briefly discussed.

1Inderly ing current- iininigration -policies are a ,number of domestic ,

and external:responsibilities or considerations. These include-the _
management of a vulnerable domestic economy, a humanitarian re-
sponsibility to assist in refugee resettlement, a'special commitment
toward the-derclopment-of_South Pacific terntoriesifortherlyadmin-
istered b,New Zealand, and the7prorision olassistance to-otherde-

Aglopingneighbors in, the Pacific and Asia. Considerations pert4ining
-to the ethnic and racial composition Of-the-New Zealand population,
immigrant osim ilation. And harmonious intergroup relations are Also
important. The latter consideratisms, emphasized in the early 1970s,
have not been explicitly stated, in recent years, but their continued
influence can- be deduced front current immigration, provisions. With
these icspunsibilifies Or considerations in mind, the variousprovisiuns
and ci itea specified for either permanent-or term porary entry Ao New
Zealand may be more .easily -understood and appreciated.,

Three main categorizs for applicants. seeking permanent entry to
'New Zealand are:

1. Ento mum( ui ational groan& Selection is based on the Oceu-
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pat Prior ity List (OPL). which varies aet.ording to employment,
lev els and vacancies for partieular skills. Preference is given to persons
from "traditional source countries" (i.e., United Kingdom and other
Western European countries). Skilled persons fruin-deV eloping etitiii-
tries are speeitleally excluded /micas their skills are needed-in, New
Zealand, are nut in demand in their eountry -of origin,and are not
obtainable from a developed country,

2.. Ent un faintl rcunitication grounds. 1otablyspgukes and
dependent children, and (subjeet.tAer Win conditions) parents,'
Ablings, aiid independent children of New Zealand citizens or perma-
nent residents.

. 3. Ento on,luunanitarian grounds applies priMarily to refugees
(e.g., the lndoehinese) witItsehemes considered in response to the
United Natioi%lligh Commissioner for Refugees requests. The num-
bers accepted are dependent on the availability of- long -term resettle-.

resources (e.g.,,keoniriiodation, employment) and suitable
voluntary sponsors.

Others who may qualify forpermanententry include entrepreneurs
of proven ab:Iity, and Western Sainuan citizens under a quota system
(currently set at 1,100,per year) that has existed since the: Signing of
the Treaty of Friendship un the declaration of Sampan indepencienee
in 1962.

Aside froiii nonworking, visitors and tourists, temporary immigra-
tion of Nellie Islanders and Asians is governed by three sets of
policies. These concern:

two of managcriuNnd Who. sAillyd () (Isms staff, plus their
dependents;-brought in by an employing t.ompany in 'New Zealand
where the applicant possesses a specialist-skillequired for the job
(e.g., this provision aeeoun ts -for a high proportion of rafianese-mi-
grant residents in New Zealand).

Ent of South Pat ilk workers, with as-6-month rural employ-
ment scheme for Fijians and an I I -month urban work scheme for
Fijians, Tongans, at,,1.West4n Samoans (in each ease the respective

,island government is responsible for selection of workers).
Ento of o, mum students. perceived as a eontribution'to the

Aev elopment of their.homelands with preference: given first to,SOLtth_
Pat.ific students, followed by those from Southeast Asia (110tabb.
Malaysia. Singapore, and Thailand).

In terms of the policies specified above. Pacific Islanders have clear
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advantages over Asians with regard to immigration to New Zealand.
These advantages include the Western Sainoan,quota (exempted from
0,PL skillrequirements),.the temporary ,work permit schemes, the
first-preference given to South Vacific students, -and; of- course, the
Neu Zeala" nd citi.cenship and hence unrestricted entry of Cook

Tokelatians. The embargo on recruitment of skilled
personnel from devdoping_countrics,precludes, with few exceptions;
the permanent entry of Asiantmigrants -on:occirpationalgrounds. Thus
the vastinAjority of prospective Asian migrants are reStrictedlo quali-
fication for permanent entry on family reunification, marriage, or
humanitarian grounds and to temporary entry as company employees
or Students.

The,effects of these policies arc to some extent reflected'in census
ibsults. In.198 the foreign born accounted for I4.8'percent of New
Zealand's usually resident.poalation with immigrants from_Australia;
the United Kingdom, contineMiturope,and North America account-
ing fur about 76 percent of the foreign born. The btilk-of thejethain.
dcr were from 30 Pacific and Asian birthplaces, of which only 13
(including the Cook. Niue, and Tokelau islands) had in excess of
I thousand members. tven,on the basis of ethnic origin (which'in-.
chides New Zealand-burn gen,.*rations), only Samoans accounted for
more than 1 percent of Slew Zealand's usually resident population.
Other policy effects include tlic 'relatively short diiratiop of.residetice
of Pacific and Asiau populations (there were only three major birth-
places wherein the percentage resident for 20 years or more exceeded
50 percent), theiryoutlifulness, and, low dependency ratios,,except
for groups'w het the percentage' of fulltirne,students.was high (e.g.),
Malaysia, Singapore, and:Th.riland). the inescapable conclusion isztliat
New-Zealand's immigration policies, gtnerned by-domestic economic
considerations and-the factors of assimilation a harmonious-Inter-
group relations. have successfully restricted Pacific and especially
Asian, immigration in la% ur-of migrants from traditional.F.qopean
sources.
Il.What are the future prospects for Pacific anu Asian immigration?
The newly elected labor governmc at, will no doubt embark upon a
period of renewed c'unimitment to the social and eco,noinic develop-
ment of South Pacific neighbors. lithe serious economic difficulties,
14/hid' have handicapped New Zealand during the,past_ten years, are
successfully resolved it may be possible to raise the Sainoan quota, to
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expand the temporary w'ork,permit sLhemes, and to liberaiilL family
reunifkation polities in the ..ase of Fijians, Tongans-, and Samoans.
For Asians it is diffiLult to-cnvisage the govetnment being able to
offer, or New Zealanders tolerating, muLh more thanminor mOdific:a-
nuns to udrent immigration polkieS. Expetienc.e sinc.e, the late 1970s
with the IndoLhinese refugees (of-whom 5,400 have been resettled),
however, has demonstrated -the existenLe ofpreviouslY,Ainderestimated
levels of lommunity goodwill and tolerance. Thus resettlement of
Indochinese refugees-could be expected to c.untintie iin&to be ex-
tended to other Asian refugees:as and when the need arises.

r.
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SUMMARY REPORT ON WORKING GROUPS

by Elizabeth t. Eriota

Conference participants formed three working-groups to discussle-
.varch and policy issues. The first,group_assessed the gains-and losses
to the sendiiig'country. The second group considered the gains and
losses to immigrants and-the receiving country. The third group looked
into the implementation and. effectir epos of U.S. immigration policy.
The outcome of the discussiOns in these groups was reported to the
entireconference. A sumipary of the reports is present ed,here.

dainsand Losses tp the Sending-Country

This working grotip arriNed'at _two general conclusions. First, migra-
tionhas significant consequences for the sending-country regardless of
the magnitude of this flow, that is, emigration is generally not-neutral
to ecunomic'andipolitical processes within sending countries. Migni-
,tion-is a generator of (and generated by.) social artd:economicAlange
within a society. Second, even when the initial magnitude is small,
emigration streams almost ininitably grow and, as emigration streams
mature, return migration is likely to become a significant phenome-
non. Research therefore must address the future consequences of
present emigration patterns.

In this light five substanti e areas of research wei. identified. (I)
transfer of human resources. (2) transfer of other economic resources,
(3) patterns,ormigration,14) demographic factors, and (5) political,
implications. The units olanaly his !beach topic can range,from the
indkidual to the family and'household, community, nation, and the
international-system. The group listed specific topics for each general
substantive area.

The-transfer of-human resources rnohes largely 'the problem of
the brain-skill diain..the_effects of the loss of professional illicit echni-
cal skills on the provision of bask needs and welfare, and on the.sup-
ply of needed skills in the sending country. In relation-to-thisTroblem
the policy research should look into, first, the appropriateness or eilp-
,,ational curricula as these may be directed more to social and'political
needs of receiving societies rather than sending societies, and second,
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the effeLtiveness of such Lompensatium measures as'bunding schemes
and taxation policies in preventing the loss of these...skills.

The transfer of eLonomic resources is Primarily "the issue of remit-
tances. Remittances need to be viewed from both ends of the pro-
Less their effects on the etunumy, their use-by households uct.upj,ing
differentpositions in the suLial.et,onorny, andthe extent to whiLli
these are affected by governMent control.

Under paticrns of migratiorythe main consideration was with return
migration_andits effects, the reasons-tui returning, add the reintegra-
tion of returnees. The effects of other types of Migration, such as
.labor migration, circular inigration, and temporary or permanent mi-
gration, also should be explored.

The demographic fas-turs that need investigation are life-cycle
changes related to reinittant.ellows, the restructuring of the fainily
and household, and Changes in social networks and.support systems:

The political consequences of emigration include the impact of the
emigration of strategically placed individuals or groups, the effect of
remittances on the QolitiLal system, the influence of lobbying in host-
countries and its effect on the-sending country.

The group also discussed research designs appropriate for the study
of these issues. Emphasis was given to Ltimparative_rescarch, longi-
tudinal studies (particularly on,the community level), qualitative and
struLturator -institutional researcll, interviews at points of entry and
departure, and opinion polls. These studies should also fouls on the
relevance of policy to et:onomic and developmental goals.

Gains and Losses to Immigrants and the Receiving Couptry

Thisworking group focused itsdist.ussiun on tuu,general issues. the
impat.t of immigrants on the receiv ing'cutintry or local community,
and the most appropriate rest:aril strategies to collect data On this
unpaLt. On the issue of immigrant impact, the-group-took into ac-
Lotinttopit.s that provide information for both,policy makers and
.researchers. Of interest to pulkymakers,for example, is the extent to
cvhcch iminigran4 affect ioLal resources and institutions, including the
labor, market, st.houls, housing, and health.serviLes. Researchers are
also interested in tilese issues and arc likely to use them as indicators
by "which to meaatirc ur understand immigrant adaptation, particularly
the degree to whiLl immigrants exhibit ethnic resilience: on the one
hand and assimilation un the other. Researchers wilt then need
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additional inforinatioil up such' topics as ethhic enclaves, social net-
works,intergroup relationships, expectations before pd-after migra-
tion, indices of assimilation (and distinctions bctwcen -short-term and
long-term adaptation),,iininigranW familiarity, withhost community
structures and normsindlinkages with the sanding country v is re-
mittances and - return migration.'

. On the issue ot,resedreli strategies, the group brought up questions
otiesearch il§fgrt, the agency most appropriate to undertake the re-
search,'and the sampling frame. The need for a framework for the
research agenda was also discussed. A longitudinal study of various,
Immigrant groups was-thought most useful in the-light of current _ein-
phasis bn single.group studies. However, this type ofapproach needs
to be supplernented"by cross-sectional studies and case studies. The
U.S.'Bureatt of tilt: Census,,was deemed one; of fhelogictal'at,encies-to
undertakes such studies,,partly because Census Bureau data are made
accessible to researchers. The sample could be derived from the
gra tiOn and Naturalization,Sery ice'ONST files or from the census. If
derived from the t.g.nsus, migrant groups could be oNersamPled to
increase data reliabilty.

f:ffeLtiveness of U.S. Immigration Policy

This working group approached immigration 'porky from three dit= ,

ferent but mutually interdependent points, its determinants, its
implementation, and its-Jfectiveness..For each of these, the group'
identified factors relating to the origin and destination of migrants as
these boar on policy. Some factors, which figure in the determination
'of,polic) ire tint situation, economic development, culture
(e.g., kfri4iasyuct tires), yopulation grow th,.humanilarian issues,ini-
gration-experiences of migrants, pressures and expectations of citizens,
and.ahernatfve "futures" of origin and destination.

The implementatioa or policy is alTected by, among otaer things,
the owration of bureaucracies (i.e., the mission of agencies and or-
ganization forpolik.y -fyrinulatio'n and implementation), the response
of putentialinigrants to. policy (whetter complied with or ignored, as
with undocumented immigrants), and the effect of citizen responst,
upon the bch.avior of decision ii.akersand,the.enforeement of

The indicators of Policy effectiveness have to do with the relation
of observed out coihe...-to policy objectives. These indicator% itiLluitie
the I. :ption of policy operations in terms of domestic politie, .
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economic issues, intergroup relatius, return migration, sociaLco-
!lesion, discrimination, and et; alternative futures of origin and
destinatiOn.

The group also listed six-broad areas of priority research directs
toward.eValuating the effectiveness almmigration policy. These areas
of research need tcytake into consideration data availability and cur-
rent procedures in immigration policy -analysis. On-the one hand,
researchers ought to realize the contributions they make-to policy
analysis, formulation, and implementation, and to the evaluation of
its effeetiveness, and un the-other, Congress and various agencies con-
cerned with immigration policy must develop an appreciation -of the
critical rule of scientifie lesearch in policy implementation and-eval-

/
uation.

The first area of research recommended is a comparative analysis of
immigration polities to better understand the prueess of policy-formu-
lation and implementation in the United States..ksecond area is the
consistency of policy goals with community or institutional .values

regarding immigration and ethnic. relations. Third, research should,
look into demographic and other aspects of the migration process,
including data un different eategories of migrants, their length of
stay, and social and-economic characteristics. As ,vfourth area, the
group recommended studies to determine the potential supply of
immigrants to the United States. On the macro or institutionallevel,
such studies would deal with the supply al,,; demand of labor-in.send-
ing eou9tries, patterns of income distribution in these countries, and
political and economic linkages between the United States and send-
ing countries. On the ruler° or household level, these studies w ould
focus on decisions to migrate, knowledge -of-U.S..policies, and norms
on mobility (the "culture" of migration). Fifth. pulley needs to
x.irriined in the light of its achievement of specified goals (e.g.,

fa.mly reunification, Libor market needs and labor market protection,
and resettlement of refugees). Sixth, research might look into migrant
strategies concerning expected and intended length of stay, expecta-.
nuns about naturalization, and maintenance of the household.

I
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POLICIES ON POPULATION MOVEMENT 0
IN-SELECTED'ASIAN COUNTRIES

The materials in this section have been excerpted from Cui) Re-
pt» h Wt IhinianRights Prat tic es Jar .1983. Prepared by the U1S.
Department of State, this volume is submitted annually to the U.S.
Cungrtss as part of the presentation materials for the U.S. secu
assistance programs. The report Su hu narizes human rights con itions
in many 'countries around-the world, draw ing.on information lur,
nishc2,by United States,missions abroad, congressional studielrhom
governmental organizations, and human rights bodies pl,intemational
organizations.

Each country report-contains a' seetion on Irceduinof movement.
These have been excerpted for the c,uuntrics<of Asia to provide in-
sights about polit ies-in four areas of concern. t internaljrat, el, (2) .

foreign travel and emigration, (3) readmission of exiles and a patriates,
and (4) refugee and;asylum matters. .

Because many persTs were involv ett-in the drafting of the volume,
country conditions and pOlicies are described in varying-lel/ells of
detail :MCI comprehensiveness. Inevitably, differences in,perpective,
judgment, and emphasis also appear in the various country 'reports.
The reports do providc,,however, information'abput ymig9tion
policies formal and informal that is othdiu ise difficult to obtain.

:)

AFGHANISTAN

Domestic travel has been severely curtailed by the war. Ovierland
movement.h.is became -more 'difficult and dangerous because of physi-
cal damage Jo roadbeds urd destruction of-bridges. Surfacie travelers
also run the risk of being- .aught in fights betweetjamijahidin and
Soviet and regime cum uy s. The civilian traveler i9lso-faced with fre-
iittent checkpoints or roadblocks by 'Soviets, regin4 fore #s, mujahidin
.and, in some cases, bandits. Tolls are often extracted'at tihese stops.
Regime officials in Western dress ordinarily travel by -air since they
run the risk of being identified and killed by the mujalu lin. However,

* U.S. Department of State,-Cuanfri 12cp.gls uri liftman RightsTractices frir
198J. Report submitted to the Committee on Foreign Affairs, U.S. liotts-e. yf
itepresentatives, and the Committe-on-froreigmRdations, U.S. Senate.
Washington, D.C.: Government l'nnting Office, :1984.
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domestic air travel itas,,,also'becorne incre.dangerotrS because of
occasionalIesistanee attacks on aircraft and airports.

Thc,regime stnerely, curtails foreign.travel by Afghans under its
ontrul. Permission for professionals such as doctors, engineersand

acadeniies is routinely denietbout of fear they will notleturn. Sub-
stantial businessmen can still'ubtain,passports, but ninny Afghans are
forced to pay bribes of SI,000 °ranore-to have a passport issued.
Bank accounts an&real estate are often asked as surety for return, and
the 'regime seizt:,, the property of persons absent from Afghanistan for
more than a year. Passports are often limited to one trip only and
seized at the an put t.upon return. Afghan Pilgriins4o 146.:ya art: issued
documents ralaa only for Saudi Arabia in.an effort to.assure return to
A4hanistan.

While legal emigration is vhtually ampossible,-largearumbers
Afghans ciintinue-to Le,INe the 1: °unto, clandestinely to seek refuge
abroad. The regime ,has seized-entire'families who presented insuf-
ficientiiistifik.ation fur-traveling on routes commonly used toleave
the 1. (mint!), surreptitiously. Must estimates'place the number of
Afghanis Ni,tio have fled. the country at ut,c7ilittee million. Though the
rcgime,has often asserted thatssuch exiles' ace welcome to.seturn to
Afghanistan NNithout penalty ,.must expatriate Afghans have decided
not to return as lung as praLtit;es such as the indiscriminate bombing
of villages continue.

BANGLADESH

Hauglalosi,.,ititeits are free to mow within die country, but there are
designated "protected areas- near the borders and certain other loca-
tions from which:a1J nunresidentsanay be banned. Bangladeshis re-
garded as,"loyal" Citizens, such as those against-whontno criminal
charges,areTendingire generally Tree to visit or emigrate abroad,
subject to foreign-exchange controls. In some instances, persuns
tlectrit.c1 by the governmenr.tob,: security risksitave not been allowed
to-travel'abroad at will. Ultimately, the martial law authorities de-.
teinunc who as ,k loyal servants must,obtain "no-objection
certificates" from the ministry in which _they are employed before.
tra cling abroad', and citizens going overseas to. work,in_th? Middle
Last and clsewhereinust register with the,m-tnistry responsible for
manpower exports. The right,of repatriation is observed in Bangladesh.

.
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Although the government has no stated policy on-refugee and asylum
matters, -it has in the past-provided temporary .asy Itim,to sizable groups
of Arakanese Muslim refugees froni Burma.

-Approximately 250,000 non-Bengal Muslim Biharis remain in
camps in Bangladesh, iwPrinciple pending resettlement in India ur
Pakistan. After independence in 1971, these-Biliaris opted. for Paki-
stani citizenship. As neither Pakistan nor Bangladesh recognizes them
as citizens, the issue remains unnsobed, and the people. are effectively
stateless. Camp dwellets may seek- emi9oyinent and conduit other
actkitie,X but-face disachantagcs as noncitizens. Some Biharis have lost
property as result Of laws confiscating Pakistani holdings_On the
other hand, thoSe Biharis who hose to become- Bangladeshi citizens
in .1971 are entitled to full rights as such.

There is freedom-of MO%ement within Bhutan for Bhutanese citizens
and no bar on emigraticl ur foreign travel. Permanent residqnce for
Nepalis undindians in Bhutan (except those in go-vermeil/ service.) -is
restricted to the southernhilbregion. Bhutan traditionally has wel-
comed refugees-and exiies-fruni other countricsSin the region. Sortie
4,000 Tibetan refugees sought. refuge in Bhutan after 1959, joiningap-
proximately 2,000 Tibetans already in the country. Because it per
ceived:threats to national security resulting from the Tibeta.n-refugees'
lack of Allegiance to Bhutan. the Blitit4esexovcrninclit,required in
1979 80 that the Tibetans either ..keei:t Bhutanese citizenship or
face expulsion. When India and other countries-initially refused to
accept the Tibe,tan,I3lititan's PolicS, raised the:possibility of forcible
repatriation. llowoer, the government decided sotto carry out its
threat. Of theaproximately 4,500 Tibetant.in,Bhutanin 1979,
I ,000.acceptect Bliutancsecitizenship, 1,500 \Nei e se ttled In, northern
India. and-the remainder stay ed'in-Tiluatan w ithutit ubtaining,citizen.
ship. The.govcrument of Bhutan has.assured:thaibetans who accept
citizenship that they wilt alviabe-free to return to their homeland.

BURMA

The Constitution guarantees Burmese citizens -the right to live any-
N Were in the country, although exceptions apjily to areas of-insurgent
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activity. Except for these limitations, internal el by Burmese
.itizens is unrestrieted,'but they must inform 'total authorities of
their temporary place of residenCe.

'Citizens wishing to travel abroad, except for official purposes, must
obtain-approval from the Passport Board. There, are long delays in
processing of applications, and less than half ofthemare believecrto
receive approval_Although.the Passport Bpard,does:not need to
Justify..its.deeisions, it is apparent, that political considerations are a
Major factor in smite cases. The Burmese government has been
SPotisiveto humanitarian appeals in a few cases.

Private citizens normally must renitburse the government for their
university and professional education and payineume tax in advanc::
before traveling aibroad. Noncitizens are generally, unable to travel
abroad legally, as Burma dues not recognize stateless documentation
for exit purposes.

While no such policy has been formally,,enanciated, emigration is
restricted bec.ause of the govermitenes concerns ,ibout-sgcurity.and.
loss of trained. personnel. Legal -requirements and bureaucratic pro-
cedures cause lung delaysind the-right to emigrate oit6is denied.
Emigres are severely limited in terms of what they are alloWed to take
out of the country with them. Citizens who adopt another nationality
lose their Burmese citizenship. .

Burmese.government policies severely restrict the return of emigres,
although the 1980 amnesty permitted exiles living abroad to return
to- Burma. A number of proMinent-formet politicians and.soine
furmer.nsurgents tool, advantage of the offer. Emigres who left the
country legally are generally alluwed,to return to visit relatives,a1-
though there are often delays in obtaining entry visas. Emigres-wishing
-to-r-aura-petallanelikare required to reapply for Burmese citizenship.
In general; emigreswhol ve the country illegally cannot legally-re-
turn under any circumstances.

Burma does not permit foreign reftweesor,displaced'persons to=a,
resettle or seek safehaven within Burma.Tkgov ailment treats per-
suns claiming to be refugees as illegal immigrants subjeetto,arrest or
deportation. In the late 1970s,_the Batinese pvernment forcibly. ex-
pelled over I50,000 alleged "illegal immigrantsfrom Bangladesh.
Most were subsequently repatriated to Burma and resettled under
UNORAuspices.

An anknow n-numbcs, probably several hundred, of displaced

0 J
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persons or "illegal immigrants" has been under detention,for years. _

These stateless Perons entered Burma, often without papers,.in hope
: \

,of transit or-resettlenient. Among Me detainees of Chinese origin, who
t.bittititte the largest group,
Roo ion and

some fled from China during the Cultural
IR Rave, under!letention for fifteen years o. More.

Others re ethnic Chinese who fled Vietnam during the period of_
persecution of Chinese in the late 1970s.1 4,

CHINA

Travel w ithin China is subject to_numeroits restrictions. Chinese iti-
zens must have a written letter of introduction Xrom their work unit
to bu'y airline tickets, secure hotel ak...onunodatiOns,tor acquire ration
coupons that allow them to purk.hase-basic food items in areas outside
their place: of residence. Those traveling by rail who plan to stay with
relatives need not obtain letters of introduction but still are reqUired
fo-r,qister with local pOlice during their visits. In practice, many
Chinesedtizens,travel frequently within the country and some.ignore
the bureatirAt. requirements without any_ difficulty: - .,,

Controls over travel abroad.and emigration have relaxed signifi-
cantly in the past few years. Tens of thousands of Chinese,Litizens go
abroad eacIty year to Study, conduct business, or visit relatives. The
U.S. Embassy and Consulates in China issued over 16,000 nonimmi-
grant visas in Fiscal Fear 1983 and refused many thousands of other
Chinese applicants who aecured travel documents bu.t failed to meet
.U.S. v isa standards. Pur.ng the sameTperiOd, over 6,000 immigrant
visas were`issued in China, with 80,000 applicants on the waiting
Since normalization of U.S.-Chhia relations in 1979, several hundred
Chinese residents regarded as-lo...aLitizens by ,the Chinese authorities
have presented claims of American citizenship..in nearly all cases
wherC'their dpcumentation is valid, they haw been allowed to leave
under Chinese duLtimentation. The situation with regard to visits and
emigration'to other countries is similar, w ith variations related to the
size of the country, the size of its Chinese community, and other
factors. Despite the trend toward Loosening controls on foreign travel,
Chintse citizens cannot go abroad as a matter of right. Many who
apply for passports are refused, although no 4tatistit.s are available. r
Chinese permitted toleave the country, hoNVev er, are allowed to
return.
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There is no practice in China of revoking the citizenship of
political aigsidents. In fact-, the Chinese authorities have welcomed
the return for permanent residenLe ofChinese who had fled. their'
homeland earlier in fear, of Communist rule, defectors are also wel-
comed bac k.fpr either brief visits or residenLe. An estimated seven
millron oV efseas Chinese, indudirig pblitkal opponents of the regime,
visit the China -inainland annually for business or tourism.

China has provided resettlement to large numbers of refugees,
must of them ethnic Chinese froin Southeast Asian countries. There
have been two large waCes. in the early 1960s, when (0,000 people

_fled Indonesia in.t he wake of anti - Chinese riots, and since 1977 with
the resettlement of around 250,000 refugees from Vietnam and
3,000 from Laos. This latest flow has Slowedeonsiderably vv ith only
2,200 new refugees reported in the:first half of 1983. There were no
known cases of repatriation or refugees, yither forced or voluntary.

. CHINA-(iAIWAN)_

The Constitution provides for'the freedom to change residence. Ex-
cept for military and other restricted areas, there is general freedom

tr.
of internal travel in Taiwan. Emigration and private travel abroad..
have become freer since 1979. In 1982 640,669 Taiwanese went
abroad for tourism an ll'perLent increase above 1981. After the
1..st calendar da,> of the year in which they turn 15, males may not
leave Taiwan-until,Lompletion of compulsory military service. Be-
ginning in 1980, businessmen haiy been.permitted to travel to, and
do business directly with, certain eastern European countries. Al-
though travel to thL. PRC is officially prohibited, the,authorities over-
look soli e personal and Loinmerdal travel to the mainland by people
with clear anti-Communist credentials who do not publicize their
travels.

Permission to ]cave Taiwan may ge de ..*eLLor withheld for security
reasons, beLause of pending legal proceedings, or beLause the indi;
viduals involved have criticized the politiLal'establishment. However,
a number of persons.C.ritiLal of the KMT hay e'in.reLent years-been
permitted to leave Taiwan.

.
In general, the authorities recognize the right of repatriation of

those Chinese hold iniTaiwan passports who normally reside in Tai-
wan. Those issued- "overseas Chinese- passports do not automatically
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.have the right to travel to Taiwan for pernanent.residenLe. In pripcii
ple, Taiwan will not authorize, theLittry of Chinese betWeen the ages
of 16 and 7.5,, ev en those who have long held passports,_if they
have livediirCommunist-Lontroiled areas witlinythe preceding five
years. ,

Since 1976 an estimated 5.183 ethnic Chinese from Vietnam have
been resettled in Taiwan, and 1,912 small boat r.:fugees have been
granted-temporary refuge. Refugees arvtot forced to.return to their
.countries of origin.

INDIA

Millions of refugees have been admitted into IndiafrOm neighboring
countries since Indian independence in J947. The 'ast majority of
.thOse who wanted to remain have been granted Indian,,Litizehship and
integrated into the society and qOaorny, figures on tbeit numbers are
not available. '

In Assam., migration of Hindus andMuslims'from what is-now
Bangladesh led to the violeriLe of early 1983..As arresult of the dis-
turbances in Assam, a large number ofTengali-speaking'people from
Assam moved into West' Bengal. West-Bengal authorities report that
over 23,000 are still in relief Lamps. Followingethitic disturbances in
Sri Lanka in July, several thousand Tamils came frOm.Sri Lanka to
India, particularly to the state of Tamil Nadu. Several thousand
Afgliaas have entered In(1ia.sinLe the Soviet imasion'in 197.9: Many
hAvedeparted to other Lountries. Although India' does not.as.a rule
formally recognize 'Afghans as refugees,. `there is no evidence of fore,
ible repatriation of those who are in India. The-United Nations High,
,Commissioner for Refugees operates an office-in,ladja.

ExLeptfor requirements for permits to enter sensitive border areas,
there is full freedom of urovement within India for all citiienb'For-
eign travel and emigration are 'without political restrictions, and in the
last six years the rules for obtaining a.passport.aranecessary foreign.
.exchange have been liberalized and simplified. More than three million
Indian citizens now live abroad. There are nospeciaLrestriction of
movement' of any sort applied to woMen'Or to other groups.
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INDONESIA

Moverrient within Indon,...id is unrestricted; although there are."x!,,
ceptions. The.government requires permits to chine residence in
certain areas, primarily to control the furthershift of population
fronl rural to urban .1V-cations. Sin Le 1958 -59, ethnic Chinese have
been denied the,right to live in rural areas of Java .(although- the
practical impact of the regulation is mitigated'by the fact that nos-welt
rural area is more than 15 miles-from a major town). Travel to- certain
areas, including most of eastern-Indonesia, requires 4,speLialTermit.
There are also restrictions on movement to and within East Timor.
Former:potakal detainees associated withthe.abortive 1965-coup
attempt are required to notify authorities of travel away from their
homes. .

Citizens who kave.the country are guaranteed the right to return.
The only exception is ethnic Chinese without LitizenshiPsdoLuinents
who departed IndOnesia'before 1965.,

Einigration is unrestricted except that, since the 1976 integration
of East Timor into Indonesia, authorities have closely controlled-
emigration and repatriation Of former Portuguese subjects. Despite
agreements with the Australian governmenLand the.ICRC, up'to the
end of 1982 only limited numbers of -East Timoreseleft,Indonesia
legally. Many who did*so had to pay substantial bribes. In1983,
however, officially sanctioned emigration from East Timor increased
markedly. Through September, 109 persons were repatriated to
Portugal under 1CRC AuspiLes, while an,additional 79:persons left for
Australia-under, a gov erninent-to-gov ernment, family reunification
program. These departures substantially reduced the number,of per-
otrs who'had previously indicated a desire:4o leave Indonesia perma-

nently.
A few Indonesians reinainin Communist countries where'they

chose to stay after the 1965 upheaval. Thesov eminent must give
permission for them to return, such permission is determined .on a
case-by-case basis.

Under its huinane refugee policy, Indonesia has given first asylum
to over 80,000,ffidoLhinese-refugees since 1975. In cooperation with .

did :MICR, the Indonesian government has also provided one of the
reglon's two refugee processing centers,' where hi4OLhinese refugees.
from ..amps in Indonesia or other airst asylum countries are.giVen
training,to prepare them foi permanent resettlement in other-Loun.
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, tries. Indonesia, has notaccepted'any Indochinese refugees -for perma-
nent resettlement.

tg AP/0-

Nationals have_t hesight to travel-freely , both w ithm. J apah and-abroad,
to change-their plqce.orresidenc.e4o einigi-ate, and to repatriate vol-

in'arily. Nationality is never reyoked.

4

.icAnipucHEA

The,Heng'Samrin regime tries to control tightly' all tray el _within the
regioii under its control. Passes are. required for ,internal movement
betWeen villages. CheekpOints are ubiquitous, and bribesas well Gs

;passes are required,to pass ,thein, although checkpoints can ofteribe
dodged. A.system-of-neighborhood survedlance,'modeled after the
Vietnamese systenr, was introduad-irr 1981.,1N,evertheless, thousandS
of Khmer continue to move around inside the country and.to the Thai'
'border to trade, look forfainily members, ,or join the re:sistance.Only
the very top lieng Sarniin officials travel abroad. Other,Khiner.seeking
to emigrate must flee to the WI-der. Thelieng Sainriniegilhe haS
agreeekin:prindple,to adept ,refLigees back_ from camps in Thailand
but lias not taken any so far because it has put off reaching an agree=
!pent. with -111e United Nations High ComMission forRefugees on.the
mechades of repatriatibil. Thousands Of Khmer have returned infer-
.Mally to Kampuchea froin the Thai border. Sixty -two thousand.Khnier

^ are still in-holdingventerS in Thailand:
The Khmer Rouge also tightly .control Movement within their zones

and at tempt to prevent.the non-Communists frcim operating<in or
crossing What_they l:o ns iiiert he if "liberated teas." The Khmer Rouge,
and the non-Communistgroups have accepted people back-from
refugee camps in Thailand..

KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLES-REPUBLIC OF)

Internal travel in'North Korea is strictly, controlled, Atravel paSs is.
required for any movement outside one's home village midis granted
only forrequiredofficial or personal_ travel.

to
is

strictly enforced'. roreign travells limited to delegations of officials or
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trusted. artists and,performers. Emigration is not allowed, and-few
refugees or .dcfectors sticLeed in fleeing-Altc;country. Retaliation
reportedly is taken against the relatives of-those few petsons who
manage to escape.:Ac,cording to Freedom House, "rights.to,travel
internally ani e:iternally'are,perhaps-the mostlestriLted in:the world.
tourism is-unili1Owneven:to Communist ,c0untries."

'North Korea enLoUrages Korean.residents overseas to repatriateto
"the Fatherland:" Some oliserver&-estiniate-that; since -19,59, over
100,000 Korean residents-of vOluntarily=repatriated-to
North:Korea. Because of their "corruption" by exposure to foreign
Influences, repatriates are isolated from North Korean society after
their arrival be indoLtrinatedand, their ideological

North Korea has permitted some overseas Korean residents to
return to v isit their relatives, and several have made repeat visits.

.KOREA (REPUBLIC-OF)
...):4Y

There Is essentially Lomplete.freedom Of inovement,and'freedoin to
schange employ int:ht.:in Korea. The gov eminent .encourages a modest
levelof emigration and does not disLriminate against,prospective
emigrants. Most people. Lairobtain-passPorts,,exLePt for Lrjrninals or,
in some.Lases, persons Lonsidered politically suspect. However, aintinv;

"ber..Of dissidents, former political prisoners, and personsbanned"..from
political activity have ,been allowed to travel abroad.

A small Continuing influx Of Vietnamesetuat refugees is adiratted,
to:first asylum in Korea: They are cared foi-at a camp in Pusan by,
the'Korean Red-Cross until they can be resettlecl,abroad. Over 600,
such refugees have passed through Korea in the last several years:

LAOS

Lao Litizens must obtain permission from th'eatitliorities for.all in-
ternal travel of any distanLerand in 41I cases when Lrossingprovincial
boundaries. A curfew existsin the capital and other major cities. Its
rules Lhange from time to time, as does-its enforLement. Government
officials have cited threats of "disorders" created.by "reactionary"
elements as the reason for the restrictions. ,

Foreign travais pennittedfor officials, students in government-

tt
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:approved programsi and some others who haveaccess to foreign ex-
-change. 111.1983 there was a noticeable 'increase in the number of'tao
permitte4 146-travel abroad: Border crossing permits are available for
those with business in Thailand. Although-the Lap government has
said that, those wishing to emigrate will be allowed to so,do,.as a
practial-matier legal erhigration is rarely -authorized,for ethnic Lao
and; when it is, reportedly requires substantial bribes. Since 1975,
abeutf.281,500 of the Lao have fled Laos and registered-as refugees-in.
Thailand.

.

Some of those fleeing are fired, upon and some killed'by Lao,
Vietnamese, Or Thai bordeepatrols they_atteinpt to-cross the
Mekohg-River. Many. Lao caught seeking to leave illegally-have been
imprisoned, although' in-sonic cases they have only,4xLn sent.tu short
indoctrination seminars and then released.

The Lao and'Thai governments hate agreed to take'baLk, 'Oa case-
by-case basis, those of their respective citizens whollaVe illegally ,

Crossed into the other country and wish-to return home. From May
1980, when agreement was- reached with Thailand and-the United
Nations High Cotritnissioner-for Refugees.(UNHCR)' on a voluntary
repatriation pxogram, to May 1983,,2,2,63-Lao refugees voluntarily
returned to Laos under the auspices of the-UNHCR. The Lao govern-
mentsuspended- the prograth after May 1983, citing.logistkeal prob-
lems, but 'repatriation resumed-in November 1983. Those accepted
for return reLeiv 'sev eral days of political- indoctrination and are then
released to return:to their homes, where they are placed/under the con-
Vol' of v Wage_ authorities. The 'UNHCR prov ides bask necessities, and
monitors treatmcnt,and living conditions thereafter. Perhaps 4,000 to
5,000,ref4ees- have repatriated themselves without official involve:
ment. There appears to be no pattern of,officiafharassment-
treatment of-these voluntary returnees.

*4,

M kAYSIA

Personswishing to travel abroad must obtain passports, which have
been &Ved in a few cases on Olaf the government terms security
grounds. The government also restricts travel to China by ethnic
Chinese- citzens below the age of 65.

Malaysia lkas played a key role in providing first asylum to almost
190.000 Vietnamese refugees since 1975 and has cooperated fully
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with international organizations and resettleinentcountries in
facilitat ev ynttialymovement of the refugees to ,those countries.

*Malaysiditself lias resettled ,over 5,000.Khmer-Muslim refugees.
\

MONGOLIA r
Until rejent ,y ears, few Mongolians traveled 'abroad, even to the
Soviet Union. Foreign travel-usually has been permittid only ,fur
offiLia.1 ,pui poses, 'but government-sponsored education,abroad has_
become in,:reasingly Lommon. With,the notable mention, of,a,small
graduate student- exLliangewith Great Britain, the limited foreign
travel allowedis-ahilost eXClusively to Soviet Blot. countries. No
Mongolians are know ivto have requested sepatriation to MongqIia,
and ther,y is no known emigration, from Mongolia except that ol,,reLent
forced emigration of ethdie Chinese.

All MOngoliansOver 16-years of mc must hav e' internal,passports
and must obtain permis,sion from the Security Bureau to travel within
the ountry. Attempts to change jobs orresidences,intist be-apprOved,
by buthithe Security Bureau,and the People's Control Organization,

The ,1o78 Constitution guariantees the right "to reside in the
territory'' of the Mongolian People's Republic to foreign.citizens,
providedjthey have "striven for the defense of the interests:of the
,working,people, for national libertiOn, and 'for strengthening
peace .. Ethnic Chinese have resided in Mongolia since the Yuan,
Dynasty (thirteenth century, AD). As they did in the i930s, Mon,-
golian authorities in'May '1983-began the'systematic expulsion'/
ofChinese nationals residing in' the Mongolian People'siteptiblit..
Many of the approxiinately 7,000 Chinese nationals in Mongolia were
reportedly offered a choke between ,reset dente Min the, barren north-
e.ni part of the country or expulsion- to China. The_Mongolian author-
ities claiMed the expellees had no formal occupation andjordid not
abide)y Mongolian law, despite 'the fact many of them had been
living and working,in Mongolia since-the L950s. BLIate September
)983, over 2,000 Chinese hail returned to the People's Republic of
'China. Through:most of the siimmer-, the_expelleesAv ere reported to
have been-stripped of their individual property by the Mongolian
i,tistohis authorities before being allowed to cross overinto,China.

,... Although Ulaanbaatar rejected China's diploinatiL protestson the
expulsions, the Mongolian People Republicis reportedly now per-
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mitting t Anese to leave on a less onerous basis, without confiscation
ortheir possessions. The expulsions are nonetheless continuing, and
'the Mongolian authorities aPpeardetermined to expel-or,Widely dis-
perse the entire Chinese corninunity,-mainly, Conc.entrated in.
Ulaanbaatar arid'its suburbs.

NEPAL,

There arc no restrictions on tray eFwithin the Lotaiii.Y,for Nepalese
;ilthough several border areas have beenrestricte.t.12fortravel

by foreigners. Voluntary repatriation of Nepalese citizens is not
_hampereil by government interfel-ence. Passports are normally avail-
able to-virtually-all apPikants, Issuarke, however, is hindered by slow

.processing, shorts alidity, and 1/4.ountry limitations. Allegations were
niade inpastyears by opPosition.Members that. the govebinient
,united their traveloutside Nepal: During the past year an outspoken
oppositionniember was given a pasSport for travel to, the United
States, despite having been previously refused, and a leader of the,
CongresS PartyiraVeled1(4urope,and theUnited,,States,-,despite his
'declared intention to.SeelJereign support forhis banned party. There
are-,no known eases of revocation of citizenship for political reasons,

Nepal:11as no stated,rerugee polity. In the pasta has accepted and
assimilated approximately 1.2,000 Tibefan refugees and, ccording to
immigration.officiais, no_refuge.e.lias-eVer been fumed to return,to
Tibet. Today, travelers from Tibt4;traitel freely in'both directions
across the border.

PAKISTAN

In general, Pakistani citizens have frLedonofinoventent, thoUgh.,some
piominent opposition leaders were barred from entering certain,Proy-
inces, The government has denied passports to_soinepOlikicians, and
in other cases has refusedAllein the foreign exchange needed to
finance their children's study abroad, Pakistanis emigrate, freely for
work abroad.,the government encourages and faLilitates,this eco-
nomically advantageous practice -an 0 assists-cmigrants.upon their re-
tt:Intto Pakistan.

According toof fidal registration figures, between two and three
million Afghan refugees have fled the Soviet in i.sion of their country
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to Pakistan, constituting the World's largest refugee population. .The
yosernment administers or 300 refugee Lamps and bears much of
the cost of inland transportation of relief goods pros Wed by the
United Nations High Conimissioner, for Refugees. the World Food
Program. bilateral donors. and so eral soluntar:y agencies. The
gos,ernment-tries to make regular payments to the refugees to sup-
plement in t erna tionar donat ions of food; cloth i ng.,a nd shelter.
Pakishm_has placed few restrictions on trasel,or t:hiplolitent by
tefugesdthough 'only residents of official klugee s Wages may draw
relief" artit. les._ Gi en,the number of refuges and the 'strains placed on
resources. betsseen refugees and local residents has remained
remarkably rare. .

PHILIPPINES

There is freedom ato Lhngc one's place'o_Lresidence and employment.
'Emigration is tzl.:n.erally permitted, but former detainees in "tempo-
raryjelease" Stalls need-go% eminent permissiojiito lease,_the country
it is geflerwIlygranted but was.denied in two instances in-1983 to
membefs alike opposition. . .

A 1980451.,:sidential Decree prosides that persons convicted of
subsersion. rebellion-. or sedition shall forfeit their rights as citizens.
whether such acts are committed inside or outside Ille.Nountr)/.4nd
that jusigni6As May be promulgated-in absentia. So instanceofen-
fore'dment of this decree isyfiown.

As of October 1983. thdre 'Were about 2.700 Indochinese refugees*
in first asylum lamps in the Philippines. The Philippines c9:ntinutis tot
offet asylum and to cooperate With international orgtinizations and
`with the.19rcian gusernments that offer permanent resettlement to
reftieces.ln addititin, to pros iding first JS), him to boat people, the
Philippine go eminent. in conjunction with the 'United Nations I ligh
Commissioner. for Refugees, operates a major refugee prpLessing
center ultercrclusees from camps in both the Philippines and other .

Southeast Asian countries are giscn,English languag,; training and
cultural orientation before, bFing-lesettled elsewhere.
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SINGAPORE

There.ar.eno limitations on'the . freedom of movement within the
country other than those under the Inteenal,Seciirity'Act. This -per=
traits the Minister for Home Affairs to restrict a person's ativitiea,--
place of residence, and travel outside of Singapore. All'Singapore
residents over theage of 13 are required, toyegister ith,the' govern-
ment, ,reLeive and'cairy an identity card, and' repOrt changes of address.

within 14 days: Recipients,of governMent-finant..ed-edmational bene-
fits, who are,required to sign a bond obligation to serve the govern-
ment- fora fixed period, Lannot emigr::t9 without paying the balance
of !their bond. .

The right of voluntary repatriation is extended,to holders Of ,

Singaporean passports. However, several hundred ethnic Chinese who
left Singapore forChiria during the politically, difficult 1950s and
1960s have-encountered obstacles to their return. .

Refugees are grantedifirst asylum for 90 days in Singapore only if
they'have' a third- country guarantee of resettlement. Between '1975
and September '1983/total of approximately 28200 Indecninese
refugees were brought into.Singapore in temporary asylum status.

SRLLANKA'

'of
Constitution guarantees-every t.itizen "freedom of Movement and

of k:hont' lg his.residerke within Sri-Lanka" and "freelim to return
to 'Si, .ka." These guarantees ale:honored, in practice.

.T1iL -gresent government removed exit visa requirements imposed
by ,its.predet....lsor and now.,perMits v irtually unimpeded emigration
,and"travel. Sri Lankans-of every,ethnic group, both male -and female
-have taken advantage of this polit..y to seek better-paying jotAbiOad.
It is'believed that there are over 100,000 Sri Lankans working in. the
Middle EasValone.

. .

Some Tainils, predominantly young then, have traveled-abrOad and
sought refugee status or political,asylum in the United States and
other. countries, on the ground That -they are members of a persecuted
Minority. The 'mintier of-such applications increased after the 'July
comMunal vielent..e. Under tile Constitution, they are free to return-to
Sri Lanka at any time.

The government is very relut..tant to permit.refugees or displaced
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persons from other countries to stay in Sri Lanka while seeking per-
manent residenk.e,elsewherc and generally denies such persons entry.

THAILAIND

Apart from long - standing restrictions on the travel Of Vietnamese .

aliens IN ing in Thailand, including those who have lived in Thailand,
for a generation, the only limitaii.ms on travel are restrictions on
entry into certain rural areas where insurgents are active. There are
no government restrictions on foreign-tiavel ur emigratiti, but Thai
women and also children under 14 must:have their passport applica-
tiuns approved by thetepartment,,OPOlic Welfare to prevent the
export of.children for sale and women for prostitution.

The government has revoked citizenship only in a handful of cases
iii recenti,,bars.

Since 1975, almost 600,000 persons from Vietnam, 'Laos, and
Kampuchea have fled to Thailand ,Cor refuge. Thai policy has been to
provide asOstank.e'to them until they can be repatriated or resettled
in third countries. The'currentrefugee population on Thai territory
is aboutd-10,000. In addition; about 50,000 Vietnamese who arrived
in Thailand before 195.4.- remain there. The Thai government has`not
given asylum to new arrivals fromKamptichea since early 1980; but

tit permits about 230,000 Karnpucheans,to-live in camps along the
border, an increase of almost 20,000 since early1,983. Most of this
increase appears to be a result of Khmer IICIeing more repressive
Vietnamese security measures impusedin the spring of 1983. Thailand
has assisted international voluntary. agencies to provide food and
medical care to Khmer in the border camps. The Thai,governmcnt .

perMitted inure than 65,000 of these people to move temporarily into
Thailand in the wake orattacks by Vietnamese and People's Republic
of Kampuchea forces in 1983 but they were required to return'to the .

border after the danger had passed. Similarly, Vietnamese coming
overland ia -Kampuchea after April 1981 have to remain On the bOr-
der until they are accepted for resettlement abroad, when they are
allowed to transit Thailand to their new homes.

Since early. 1980, small groups of Khmer caught try ing to move
illegally from border camps into refugee-camps ..,side Thailand 11,1%e
been-rettirned by Thai authorities turthe border rcgion. Some Khmer
have volunteered to leave the refugee camps for the border; but such
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movements ended in 1983 following Vietnamese destruction asix
border Jru.ampmenes. Thai poliCy on refugees has beep to promote
voluntary pattiation. partkulatly for the Khmer and Lau. who cone
prise 93 percent of Thailand's re'ageti;population.frIlv: United Nations
Uigh Commissioner fig Refugees (t1\111CR) and the major resettle-
went countries have supported this Thai policyAbout 3,260 Lao

eturned to their homeland under UNHCR supers:ision following
bilateral Thai-Lao repatriation negctiations in September '1980. How-
ever, the Lao authorities stppottfed this repatriation program in May
l'983 without pros iding a .reason ur an expected date of resumption.
UNIICR negotiations with theMeng S.1111611.1. Fgime in Phnom Penh
Lon.erning the repatriation of Klner.relugees remain stalled. T1W
goverument of V011.1'11 has been unWilling to discuss repatriation of
Vik.inailiese refugees in Thailand. Pew orthe Indochinese refuglIts are
pres-entiy willing to return home because of fear of persecution.

To iedtke the flovv.of refugees into Thailand. the Thai-gov eminent
instituted apolky in 1981 under which new arrivals are indefinitely'
detained in austere -amps where they Are provided only essential
serv11.ka aild not immediately allowed to apply =for. resettlement abro,id.
As of September 30. about 28,000 refugees were living in such austere
camps. The government decided to permit limited resettlement from
these-eanips in 1983.

VIETNAM

Government approval is required'for all external travel. and one must
hay e,,an identity Lard to travel iqternally. No one is'allowed-to.,

tj his residvake or work luItion without permission from the author-
. ities. Strik.e publiL seLhrif Lake periodkally check household oc.t.u-

pipits against the official fancily register; uilauthoriied absences also
subject families to stincillanLe and harassment. With few ex.eptions,
only government officials -or approved spokesmen for quasi-
governmental oiganizations reLetve permission to travel abroad.

-'1A number of facturs, in addition to the generally repressive politkal
situation. have caused a mass exodus from Vietnam since 1975.
Among them arc Auk and ierktious persecution, discrimination with
regard to c,.onomi.-and educational opportunities, fear of incarcera-
tion oi of fort.eirresOtqement in,remote areas, and fear of conscrip-
tion to fight in Kampuchea.
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In early:1978, the Vietnamese.adopted a program to "facilitate"
.the departure of ethnit. Chinese and others as refugees. The program
was administered through :,peLial dikes at the provinLial level, which
charged large fees for exit permits and passage. At its height in the
spring of 1979, the exodus, mostly of ethnic Chinese, readied over
40,000amonth by boat, with the "boatpeople" exposed to extreme
hardships at sea,-in many cases resulting in deaths..

At the international conference on Vietnamese refugees held in
Geneva in July 1979, the 'goyernmentannounLed a moratorium on
these refugee departures, and inforthation from refugees who have
left. Vietnam since then indkates that the authorities are no longer
offiLially assisting such departures,(many do if sufficiently bribed)
and are:punislling peoPk. caught trying to depart- Llandestinely.

In May 1979,-the United Nations High Commi's'sioner for Refugees
readied agreenient with the gbvernment on the legal departure of
persons from Vietnam under'the Orderly Departure Program. The
program started slowly with only slightly more.than13,000 depart-
ing Vietnam in the 27 months'between July 1979 and' October 1981,
The. Vietnamese then exp..nded the program. and over 12,000 left
in the next year. During fiscal year 1983 the number of persons de-
parting Vietninn under the program increased' to 15,631.

A significant number of persons departing in the Orderly Departure
Program are ethnic 'Chinese who consistently find it easier than ethnic
Vietnamese to-be approved officially for departure. Another signifi-
cant portion is composed or persons fathered by Americans in Viet-
nam, known as'"Amerasians`,"'who 114 e suffered racial disurimination.'

During 1983, refugees Lon tined to leave Vietnam clandestinely.
However,-Halioi and provincial radio stations hav e.broadost reports
of executions-or of lengthy jail sentences for organizers of failed
escape attempts; as wt:11 as punishments dealt to others implicated.
Currently, Male offenders can expect sentences ranging from three to
fifteen y ears at hard labor depending Qn their role in the departure
attempt while telltale offenders receive one to three Months, with
childless women Often receiving longer sentences. "Reed Llt.il t ion
Lamp" releasees who attempt flight can oiiet.t to be-returned to the
camps for an indefinite term: Property. often including the means of

is,Lonfist,ated from thoscA.aught try mg to escape, as is the
property left behindl?ythosowho succeed.

Indiv,iduals_reportedly must often bribe officials to be placed-on

. .
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Orderly Departure Program lists. ,Refugees from the 'Mekong Delta
have reported that sonic Persons have paid officials from $4,800 to
$6,0001n gold.per.person to be placed on tentative lists with no
guarantee as to when or if they would'be permitted to leave. Persons
who have applied for exit permits reportedly are subject to recurring
security checks and harassment.

few have returned to Vietnam after having fled the country. Those
who fled in the iiiimediate aftermath of the fall of South Vietnam in
1975 and later returned were incarcerated in '`reeducation'camps."
In only a few isolated cases hasjianoi allowed,anyonc;to repatriate
in recent years, in effect,-those-who emigrate lose their citizenship.
Some who left 'Vietnam prior to 1975 and have acquired nationalities
and traveLdocuments oftther countries have been permitted to re-
-ttirn,to Vietnam as visitors..

Since the occupatiOn of Kampuchea by Vietnam, large numbers of
Vietnamese, ptissiblyAjnany as several hundred thousand, have been
encouraged or assistectiby the Vietnamese authorities to settle in
'Kampuchea. Altho.i.i-th many of these persons are former residents
expelled by 1(zzr.inpuchea's former rules, a significant number are
reportedly fiitt-time 'settlers.



CONFERENCE ON ASIA-PACIFIC IMMIGRATION
TO THE UNITED STATES,

September 20 -25, 198:4
Jefferson Hall, Asia Room.

East-West,Center, Honolulu, Hawaii

AGENDA

Thursday;Septemlier.2:0.

9:90 a.m. Opening"Session
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Wltiurtting rks

LeeJay Cho. Chairman of Directors and Director,
East-West Population Institute

Conference Goals and Organization-limes T. Fawcett,
Benjamin V. Cariiio, and Fred Arnold

Conference Arrangements Leland-Chang

Welcoming Coffee

Chair: Fied,Arnold
Paper: Mary M. Kritz-'`The Global Picture of Contemporary

"Immigration Patterns"

11:15 a.m. Discussion

12:00 noon Lunch

1:30 p.m. Chair: Benjamin V. Carilio
Paper: Michael S. Teitelbaum "Asian Migrations and U.S.-Asia

Relations':

2:15 p.m. Discussion
N

2.30 p.m. Paper. Alejandro Fortes "Contemporary Theories of Interna-
tional Migration: A Review and Critique"

3:15 p.m. Coffee

3.30 p.m, .Panel Discrission. ,Geoffrey R. Hayes Hagen Ruo, and Astri
Stilirke

4:00 p.m. Discussion

4:45 p.m. Group picture taking

Friday, September -21-Pumehana Room (basement, Jefferson Hall)

Chair: Charles A. Price
Papers: James T. Fawcett, Fred Arnold, and Urmil Minocha

"Asian Immigration to the United States: Flows and
PrOcesses"
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Peter C. Smith, Robert W. Gardner, and Herbert R.
Barringer -"Asian Ainerkcans: Growth and_Change in the
'1970s"

Michaol,j. Levin- "Pacific IslaiderS in the UnitedStates:
A Demographic Profile Basepn the 1980 Census"

10:30 a.m. Discussion

10:45 a:m... Coffee

I 1:00 a.m. Chair: ,Ching-shyang Hwang
Paper: Linda W..Gordon -"Southeast Asian Refugee MignifiOn

wipe United States"

1 1:30 a.m. Discussion

12:00 noon Lunch

1:15 p.m. Depart for Susannah Wesley Community Center

2:00 p.m. Chair:-Mary M. Kritz
Panel Discussion: Leon F'.-Bouvier, Michael S. Teitelbaum, and

Lisa S. Roney-,"The Future of U.S. Immigration Policy"

3:00 p.m. Chair: Lee Tamorra
Papers: Lucie theng-"The New Asian Immigrants in

California"

Amefil Agbayani-"Community Impacts of Migration:
Recent Ilokano Migration to Honolulu"

4.00 p.m. Panel Discussion: Sheila M. Furman, William 'Hushijo, and
Robert W. Franco

4:30' P.m. Discusiton

5:30 p.m. Depart' for no-host dinner

,Saturtlay,leptember 22

9:00 a.m. Chair: Lucie Cheng
Paper: :Leon F. Bouvier and Anthony J. Agresta -"The Asian-

Pacific Islander Population of the United States"

9:30a.M. Discussion

10:00 a.m. Coffee

1'0:15 a.m. Chair: Teresa A. Sullivan
Sending Country-Peripectives:,East Asia

Papers: Illsoo Kim-"Koroan'Emigration Connections to
Urban America: A Structural Analysis of Premigration
Factors in South Korea"
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Jung Kenn Kim-"The Trends and Policies of Korean
Emigration"

Ching-shyang.Hivang- "Taiwan: The Policy Meaning of
NonreturningeU.S..educated Students and SCholars"

Paul C.K. Kwong-"The 1997 Question and Emigration
PrOb lems in-Hong Kong"

11:30 a.w. Discusiion-

12:00 noon Lunch

1:30 p.m. Chair: Gordon F. Dc Jong
Sending Country Perspectives: Southeast and South Asia

Paper's: "Ricardo G. Abad.and Elizabeth U. Eviota-"Repro
ducing Development lneciunlities: Some Effects of
Philippine Emigration,to, the United States"

Teofilo I. Marcelo-"Emigration Policies and Domestic
Development Goals of the Government of the Philippines
Affecting,Emigration.to ihd United State's"

Ajit,KumaiDabgitpta,-"Review of Data Sources Concern.
ing Emigration from'India.tO the United States"

Urtnil Minocha-"Indian Immigrants in the United-States.
Demographic Trends, Economic,Assimilation in thiAlost,
Socidty, and Impact on the Sending Society"

Ramesh Narayanaswami,-"Indian.lm migration to the
.United.StateS-Socioeconomic Corisequences and.linp
on India's EcOnomic Developent"

Refugee Sending Countries and First Asylum Receiving
Countries:Itichard A. Engelhardt, Jr., and -Agri Suhrkc

Discussion

3:30 p.m. Coffee

3:43 p.m.. Chair: Peter N.D. Pirie
Sending Country Perspectives: The Pacific

Paper: -John Connell-"Paradise Left? PolynesianNoyagers
in the Modern World" .'

4- IS p.m. Discussants: I. Teo Fairbatin and Geoffrey R. Hayes

4. 45.p.m. A Regional Perspe,tive on Sending Countiy-Issues- Jerrold W.
Hugyet

Sunday, September 23

Free Day
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Monday, September 24

9:0aa.nt 267tairing keun'Kirn
Paper: Daniel B.I.Ovine- "Accounting for.IminigratiOn: The,

State of the Art"

9:30 a.in: Discussaitt:Samuel Baum

9:45 a.m. Discussion

10:15 a.m. Coffee

10:30 aim -ehair:'Ricardo G. Abad
Pa per: Teresa A. Sullivan -"SRecial Studies of Immigrants: A

Comparison of Work on Asian and Hispanic Iminigrants;to
the United States" .

111:00 a.m. Discussant: Gordon F. Debug

11:15 a.m. Discussion

-11:45 a.m. Lunch'

1:15 p.m. Chair; }Ramesh Narayanaswami
Alteritative Destinations for Asia - Pacific Ernigran is
Papers: Daniel kubat -"Canada and Immigration of Asian

Nationals: Development of an Immigration Policy"

Charles A. Price-"Asianacific Immigrants in Australia"
Andrew D. Trlin- "New Zealand: An Alternative Destination
for /Wan and Pacific Immigrants','

2:45 P.m. Discussion '1 .

3:15 p.m. Coffee

3:30 P.m. qtair:.JamesT. Fawcett
Working Groups on Research and-Policy Issues

Group A: Assessment of. Gains and Loises to the Sending
Country
Discussion Leaders: Benjamin V. Caritio and James T.
Fawcett

Group B.,Assessnient of Gains and.Losses to Imm' igrants and
the 'Receiving Country
Discussion Leaders: Ricardo G. Abad and Victor G. Nee

Group C. Implementatidit and Effectiveness of U.S. Immigra-
tion Policy
Discussion Leaders; Fred ArnOld,'Ellen P. kraly, and Lisa S.
Roney

Tuesday, September/7;

9.00 a.m; Continuation of working grOupdikussiu,.., and preparation of
group reports
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12:00 noon,

:1:30p.m.

. Lunch

.Chair: Saniuel Baum
Group A:Report.and DiscusSion

"group B:'Report and Discussion
,Group C: Report and Discussion

3:00 p.m. Concluding' Remarks,

LIST' OF PARTICIPANTS

CONFERENCE COORDINATORS"

Benjamin V.Cariflo
Profeisor
Schbol,Of Urban and Regional Planning
University of the Philippines
and Research fellow
East -West Population Institute
East-West Center
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,Research Associate
FAO-West Population Institute
hast-West Center
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96848
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Research Associate
East -West Population Institute
Eu'st -West Center
1777 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96848
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Chair
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Amer"! Agbayanl
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Operation *along
University of Hawaii

, East-West Road 4, DI
Honolulu. Ilauaii 96822

Herbert I. Barringer
refessor /
epartment of_Sociology

University of Hawaii
Porteus 238
2424 Maile Way
Honolulu, Hawaii,96822

Samuel Baum
Chief
Center.for'international Research
Bureau of.the Census
,U.S.rDePartnient of Conmierce
Washington, D.C. 20233
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Leori F. Bouvier
Senior Research Associate
Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
2213-M Street,..N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

Lucie Cheng
Professor and Director
Asian American Studies.Center
University of California at, LoS Angeles
Los Angeles, California 90024

John Connell,
Senior Lecturer
Depart merit of Geography
UniverSity.of Sydney.
Institute Building
New South Wales 2006, Australia

William K. Cummings ,/
Research Fellow
Office Of Student Affairs and Open Grants 9
East-West Center
1777 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96848

Ajit Kumar DasguPtu-
Advisor (Economics)
Institute of Applied Manpower Research
'Indraprastlia Estate /
New Delhi 110002, India

Gordon F. De Joni
ProteiSor Of SciablOgy andbireclor
Population Issties R'esearchCenter
Pennsylvania State University
22,BurrOw4 Building .

Urarv'ersity Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Riellaid A. Engelhardt, jr.
Resettlement Officer
United Nations High CoMmission for. Refugees
Post Office Box 2.1212 Rajadamnern.
Bangkok, Thailand

Elizabeth U. Eviota
PhD. Candidate
Graduate Program in Sociology
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

I. Tc'o Fairbairn.
Research Associate
Pacific Islands Development Program
East-West Center
1771 East-West Road
Honolulu, Hawaii 96848
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Sheila M: Forman
ProgramPireet Or
Mental,Health Association of Hawaii

*200 NOith Vineyard Boulevard'
Honolulu,'Hawaii 96817

Robert W. Prune/
-Department of Curriculum and Instruction
College,of Edu;:atiori.
.Univeriity4 Hawaii
Wist Hall Annex 2
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Robert W.Warditer
ll'esearehAssneiate
East -West Population Institute
East-West Center
177nast-West Road
Honolulu,-Hawaii 96848

Linda W. Gordon
Chief Statistician
Office of Refugee Resettlement
U.S. Department of Health and-Human

Services
330 C Street, S.W.
Switzer Building, Room 1229
Washington, D.C. 20201

Geoffrey R. /faxes,
MigiatiOn Specialist
South Pacific Commission
Post BOx D5
Noumea Cedex, New Caledonia

WilliaM Hoshijo
,Director-
.Na Lola No Naka Naka
Palarna Settlement
810 North Vineyard Boulevard
Honolulu, flaWali 96819-.
Jerrold W. Huguet
Population Affairi Officer
Population Division \
Economic and Social Commission for-Asia

and the Pacific
Unired Nat ions
"Rajadamnern Menue
Bangkok,10200, Thailand
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Cliing:shyang tlriang
Deputy Director\ of See etariat

it Research. Development, and Evaluation
Commis 'ion

Executive Yuan.
1, Ching-itiiaost Road, Section!
Taipei, Taiwan Ido
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Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
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Deputy Secretary
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Professor
Department of Sociology
Johns Hopkins University
BaltiMore, Maryland 21218

;- Charles A. Price.
,Professorial Fellow
Department of Demography
Australian National University
Post Office Box 4
Canberra ACT 2600, Australia

Lisa S. Roney
Director, Planning Staff
and Acting Director
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Immigration a'nd Naturalization Service
425 I Street, N.W.
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Peter C. Smith
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East-West Center
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Professor of International Relations
School of International Service
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THE EAST WEST CENTER is a public, nonprofiteducationalinstituttenOim,
international beard of go;erners. Some 2,000 research fellowi;graguate`students,
and professionals in business and goVernment each y at Work with cps., Centes
international staff in cooperative.study, training, and research. Th9,examme
major- issues related to Population, resotirces and development, the'envuonment;
culture, and communication in Asia, the Pacific, and the United States. The
Center was established in ;19.60 by. the U.S. Congress, which provides principal
funding. Sup Port-ilso comes from more than 20 Asian and Pacific governments,
as well ag private gencies and corporations.

Situated on 21 acres adjavent to the University of Hawaii's -Manoa Campus,
the Center's facilities include a 300-room office building housing research and
administrative offices for an international staff of 250; three residence halls for
participants, and a conference center with meeting rooms equipped to provide
simultaneous translation and a ump le te range of audiovisual services.

THE EASTWEST POPULATION 1NSTiTUTE; established as a unit of the East-West'
Center in 1969, airiescout niultidiseipkinaryreseatch, training, and related
activities in the field of populatioapldeing eniphasis'qn economic, social,
psychological, and environmental aspects of pOpulatiOn problems in Asia, the
Pacific, and the United States.
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